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This dissertation explores ﬂapping ﬂight as an effective form of locomotion for unmanned micro
aerial vehicles (MAVs). Flapping ﬂight is analyzed from three different perspectives: biological,
technological and control-theoretic. To the author’s knowledge, this dissertation is one of the ﬁrst
attempts to study ﬂapping ﬂight from a control theory perspective.
From a biological perspective, the extraordinary maneuverability of many ﬂying insects
is the result of two main factors: (1) their ability to generate and control the production of large
aerodynamic forces and torques from unsteady state aerodynamic mechanisms unique to ﬂapping
ﬂight, and (2) a hierarchical architecture for their sensory and neuromotor systems. Inspired by
real insects, this dissertation proposes a similar hierarchical architecture for the design of a control
unit for micromechanical ﬂying insects (MFIs). By combining averaging theory and biomimetic
principles, it is shown that ﬂapping ﬂight allows the independent control of ﬁve degrees of freedom
out of a total of six, as suggested but never experimentally conﬁrmed by many biologists.
From a technological perspective, it is shown that a simple proportional feedback is sufﬁ-
cient to stabilize a wide range of ﬂight modes such as hovering, cruising and steering. This is done
under the assumption of the linearity of the wing-thorax dynamics and that the feedback’s gain is a
periodic function with the same period as the wingbeat. This is vital to the successful implemen-
tation of ﬂight controllers given the limited computational resources available on MFIs. Moreover,
the controller design methodology developed here is not limited to the mathematical models of
aerodynamics considered in this thesis, but can be easily adapted to experimental data as it becomes
available.
Finally, from a control-theoretical perspective, ﬂapping ﬂight is proposed as a compelling2
example of high-frequency control of an underactuated system present in nature. Averaging theory
and separation of timescales is applied rigorously to ground the controller design approach and to
highlight trade-offs between mechanical efﬁciency and overall responsiveness of the body dynam-
ics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Who hasn’t fruitlessly tried to catch an annoying ﬂy? Or been amazed by mosquitos
that seem to zigzag at incredible speeds only to stop suddenly and hang motionlessly in the air
for interminable amounts of time? Who hasn’t witnessed houseﬂies performing acrobatics while
playing with one another? Everyone wondered at least once how such small and apparently simple
animals can exhibit behaviors and aerial maneuvers so complex that they remain unmatched by
any other animal group or manmade vehicle. Somebody has gone beyond this question and has
wondered whether it is technologically feasible to fabricate a centimeter-size robotic ﬂying vehicle
with ﬂapping wings that can replicate at least in part the extraordinary performance of ﬂies. In
fact, autonomous centimeter-size ﬂying devices with the agility of ﬂies would be beneﬁcial for
surveillance applications and for the monitoring of urban or cluttered environments where humans
or larger autonomous vehicles like helicopters cannot penetrate or are too hazardous.
The goal of this dissertation is to analyze ﬂapping ﬂight in biological insects in order to
develop a methodology for designing a ﬂight control unit for robotic insects. It is the result of the
work performed within a larger and ambitious project under way at the University of California,
Berkeley, the Micromechanical Flying Insect (MFI) project. This main goal of this project is to fab-
ricate a fully autonomous centimeter-sized ﬂying robotic insect similar to a blow-ﬂy that is capable
of performing complex tasks such as searching and exploration [82]. The study of insect ﬂight was
used as the guideline for this work to propose a general theoretical framework for ﬂapping ﬂight
that includes engineering constraints arising from the physical design. Therefore, it is not designed
to mimic exactly biological insect ﬂight control mechanisms, but rather to present a robotic insect
ﬂight control framework which is biologically inspired and technologically feasible.
A deeper understanding of ﬂapping ﬂight and the control mechanisms involved, is ex-2
tremely valuable from three different perspectives: biological, technological and theoretical.
From a biological point of view, ﬂapping ﬂight is one of the most fascinating forms of
biological locomotion. Analogously to aquatic locomotion, it relies on the interaction of some un-
dulatory motion of body appendages or the body itself with the surrounding ﬂuid. However, unlike
ﬁsh locomotion where the animal weight can be balanced by the body buoyancy, ﬂight insects needs
to ﬂap their wings to stay in air. In addition, ﬂies can move in any direction in space, rotate their
body rather easily, hover motionlessly, cruise at speeds of 1¡10m
s , ﬂy upsidedown or backward,
and perform a 900 change of direction within 50ms. This is remarkable when one considers that the
wings appear to move almost symmetrically and with the same periodic pattern most of the times.
The superior maneuverability of ﬂies is the result of several factors: the enhanced aerody-
namic force production of ﬂapping ﬂight at centimeter and sub-centimeter scale, the sophisticated
neuromotor control system the allows large mobility of wings, and an heterogeneous sensory sys-
tem that can quickly process external information. A vast literature in the biological community
has appeared about insect ﬂight. Paper topics include: aerodynamics, insect morphology and phys-
iology, neuro-muscular mechanics of steering muscles, tethered and free-ﬂight wing kinematics,
neuromotor ﬂight control system, sensory system and its interaction with the wings control. This
literature is continuously being updated and many open questions still remain, however, in particular
about the visual and inertial mechanosensory fusion in ﬂight equilibrium and voluntary maneuvers.
Biologists have proposed several hypotheses, but they can be tested only indirectly and with great
difﬁculty on real insects, since they cannot be ”controlled” directly. A mathematical framework of
insect ﬂight, such as the one proposed in this dissertation, could be used to validate or dismiss some
of the proposed hypotheses.
From a technological point of view, there is a growing interest in biological and biome-
chanical locomotion. In fact, although aerial, terrestrial and aquatic manmade vehicles built on
mechanisms such as rotors, ﬁxed wings with jets, propellers, and wheels have achieved remarkable
success, animals are still unmatched by man in many areas of performance. Fish locomotion ex-
hibits silentness, hydrodynamic efﬁciency and maneuverability hardly matched by propeller-based
underwater vehicles. Hexapodic locomotion shows incredible adaptability to different terrains and
can overcome barriers unlike similarly sized wheeled-vehicles. Flapping ﬂight locomotion, in ad-
dition to its maneuverability, applies to sub-centimeter sizes, which is more then a order of magni-
tude smaller then the smallest ﬂying machine available today. Therefore, these untraditional forms
of locomotion are appealing in unmanned and autonomous navigation for exploration of difﬁcult
environments such as seabeds, rocky and uneven terrains such as the Mars surface, and areas im-3
penetrable by meter sized vehicles.
The reasons why only few examples of biomimetic locomotion in manmade vehicles are
present today are numerous. One reason is technological since it is difﬁcult to replicate the mechan-
ical actuation of animal bodies or appendages. For example, it is not trivial to fabricate a mechanical
structure that provides each wing with three or even two degrees of freedom as in insects, and only
recently have new materials and tools been available to overcome this problem. The other reason is
computational since, unlike in the mechanisms in current manmade vehicles, a direct actuation of
the body appendages in the animals does not translate to locomotion in a straightforward manner.
For example, rotation of a wheel corresponds to a direct translation of a car, while the undulatory
motion of wing or a ﬁn can result both in translation or rotation depending on the exact trajectory of
the oscillation. In fact, only two wings are necessary for some insects to be able to move and rotate
in any direction, and only the undulatory motion of the body is necessary for a eel to swim. As
a consequence, common design tools for locomotion control and navigation in manmade vehicles
do not help in biomimetic locomotion control. Current research in biomimetic locomotion control
theory is aimed to ﬁll this gap by developing theories and tools that can help the engineer to efﬁca-
ciously design biomimetic locomotion vehicles. One of the goals of this dissertation is to reframe
in a simple and yet accurate manner the main features of insect ﬂight that can be used to evaluate
different designs and navigation strategies.
From a theoretical point of view, many forms of biological locomotion belong to the class
of underactuated nonlinear mechanical control systems. As the name suggests, these systems pos-
sessanumberofinputsthatissmallerthenthenumberofdegreesoffreedomofthesystem, yetthese
systems can reach any conﬁguration. Underactuated nonlinear control systems are challenging for
several reasons. They are uncontrollable when linearized about an equilibrium and not all desired
trajectories are feasible. However, the most limiting property is that many of these systems cannot
be exponentially stabilized by any continuous feedback law. Although it has been shown that dis-
continuous feedback and time-varying feedback control can exponentially stabilize these systems,
very few tools are available today to synthesize such controllers systematically. Besides, the di-
versity of locomotive mechanisms present in nature is difﬁcult to capture into a uniﬁed framework,
thus complicating the matter further.
Concurrently, researchbasedondifferentialgeometryandnonholonomicmechanics, which
exploits the rich structure of these systems, has resulted in general and systematic analysis tools.
Moreover, recent attention to periodic time-varying feedback has drawn attention to the averaging
theory of dynamical systems, which seems to ﬁt the quasi-periodic undulatory nature of biological4
locomotion such as ﬁsh swimming and insect ﬂapping ﬂight. The current trend is to merge all these
different disciplines into a general framework for a control-theoretic purposes. Flapping ﬂight in
particular is an excellent testbed to investigate nonlinear underactuated control system theory and
to validate controller design tools. This dissertation is aimed at providing a systematic and rigorous
methodology to design stabilizing feedback laws for ﬂapping ﬂight based partially on real insect
observations, and to propose ﬂapping ﬂight as an example of underactuated control system present
in nature.
The work in this dissertation looks at ﬂapping ﬂight control from all three different per-
spectives - biological, technological and theoretical, and is meant to give a holistic view of ﬂapping
ﬂight that can beneﬁt the engineer as well as the biologist and the theoretician to some extent. It is
meant to be sufﬁciently self-consistent and the prior knowledge about the three areas by the reader
is assumed to be minimal. Many topics, in particular those related to nonlinear underactuated con-
trol systems theory, are not treated in depth on purpose. This is done to make this dissertation
more readable for those who are not familiar with a speciﬁc area, while still including the essential
features and intuitions behind the scientiﬁc concepts.
1.1 Related Work
The research presented in this dissertation builds upon a diverse array of literature that
ranges from biology to geometric control theory.
1.1.1 Insect ﬂight
Aerodynamics
The aerodynamics of insect ﬂight is substantially different from the aerodynamics as-
sociated to manmade ﬁxed and rotary-winged vehicles. Traditional steady state solutions of hy-
drodynamics equations fail to give reasonable answers. This inconsistency between theory and
experimental evidence generated the famous paradox which says that according to laws of physics
bumble bees cannot ﬂy, but since they don’t know that, they do ﬂy. Progress in understanding insect
ﬂight has been hampered by the difﬁcultly of performing experiments with live animals because
of their size. Research on the aerodynamics of insect ﬂight gained momentum in 1980’s with the
seminal work by Ellington [27], who used force balancing arguments to estimate mean aerodynamic
forces and coefﬁcients. Another shift in understanding insect aerodynamics happened in the 1990’s5
thanks to the fabrication of dynamically scaled models of insect wings [24] [84]. These are robotic
wings that are scaled to work in the same aerodynamic regime as insects. Besides being larger
and slower then their biological counterpart (around 20-30 centimeter long and with a wingbeat fre-
quency of about 0.2-2Hz), they can be used for controlled experiments to visualize the motion of the
surrounding ﬂuid or to measure directly the aerodynamic forces. The results of these experiments
proved the existence of three main aerodynamics mechanisms [64] [6] [7] [28]. These mechanisms,
namely the delayed stall, the rotational lift and the wake capture, result from the non-steady state
nature of ﬂapping ﬂight. This pattern of ﬂight produces larger aerodynamic forces at large angles
of attack than those predicted by steady-state theory. Recently, numerical solutions of hydrody-
namics equations for ﬂapping ﬂight conﬁrmed the same observations [59] [71], thus reinforcing the
validity of the experimental results obtained by mechanical scaled models. Although these aero-
dynamic mechanisms are non-steady state, Sane [64] showed that a quasi-steady state model based
on steady-state equations, whose force coefﬁcient are modiﬁed according the experimental results,
can reasonably predict the instantaneous aerodynamic forces due to delayed stall and rotational lift
during the course of a wingbeat. This is extremely valuable since simple models can be use to sim-
ulate aerodynamic forces given the wing kinematics without the necessity of using complex ﬁnite
element solutions of the partial differential equation regulating ﬂapping ﬂight aerodynamics.
Wing Kinematics
Insect wings exhibit three degrees of freedom: they can ﬂap back and forth, can rotate
about the wing longitudinal axis, and can deviate from the stroke plane so that the wing tip can
follow ﬂat, elliptical, banana-like or ﬁgure-eight trajectories [27] [26]. The motion is actively de-
termined by a complex structure of multiple groups of muscles that generate a rich set of wing
kinematics [78] [25]. Since wing kinematics directly determine the generation of aerodynamic
forces along the wingbeat, Dickinson et al. have tried to identify common kinematics patterns that
are associated with speciﬁc maneuvers and body dynamics in tethered insects [23] [19] [43] [84]
and during free ﬂight [31]. They showed how a few kinematics parameters such as the mean angle
of attack, the amplitude of the stroke angle, the timing of rotation at the wing reversals are voluntar-
ily changed by the insect to perform a speciﬁc maneuver or to compensate an external disturbance.
Sane et al. investigated the effect of the variation of these kinematic parameters on the aerodynamic
force production by experimentally measuring aerodynamic forces with a dynamically scaled model
of wings called Roboﬂy [63]. They also suggested how these parameters could be used to actively6
control the generation of mean aerodynamic forces and torques acting on the insect body.
Sensors and Visual-Mechanosensory Fusion
The remarkable maneuverability of insect ﬂight would be incomplete without an under-
standing of the sensors and the neuromotor architecture responsible for the ﬂight stabilization and
navigation. Insects present different types of sensors which are related to ﬂight. Mechanosensitive
sensilla distributed along the wings can detect the wing deformation during ﬂight [18]. Since wing
deformations are directly related to aerodynamic forces acting on the wing surface, these sensors
are believed to play an important role in wing kinematics optimization and ﬁne compensation to
external perturbation [34].
Two sets of sensors are directly related to ﬂight stabilization and compensation of external
disturbances: theocelliandthehalteres. Theocellicomprisethreewideanglephotoreceptorsplaced
on the head of the insect [49]. They are oriented in such a way that they collect light from different
regions of the sky. The ocelli act as a horizon detector by comparing the light intensity measured
by the different photoreceptors [76] [36] [68]. In particular, Hengstenberg [35] have shown how
a change in light distribution around an insect initiate a compensatory maneuver to counteract the
external disturbance.
Halteres are two small evolutionarily modiﬁed hind wings that beat anti-phase to the
wings and serve as a biological gyroscope during ﬂight [54] [21]. The halteres beat through an
amplitude of roughly 180o. As the ﬂy rotates around the roll, pitch and yaw axes, angular velocity
dependent Coriolis forces act on the beating halteres that are transduced into electrical signal by
mechanosensitive sensilla at the halteres hinge. Both Dickinson [21] and Nalbach [54] observed
halteres-mediated responses in head compensatory movements and in change of wing kinematics.
Halteres are not the only organs that can estimate angular velocity about the three body
axes during ﬂight. Insects are also equipped with compound eyes that provide low spatial resolu-
tion visual information. Downstream of the photoreceptors, motion-sensitive neurons in the visual
system allow ﬂies to track both small objects and large ﬁeld rotations. Krapp et al. [41] have shown
that compound eyes encode the optical ﬂow ﬁelds that would be generated by self-motion such as
forward translation, roll or pitch. The optomotor neural processing information is still not com-
pletely well understood and current research includes physiological [40], theoretical [56] and insect
behavioral [57] approaches aimed to unveil it. The visual system does not only provide self-motion
estimation, but also critical information for navigation [74] and object avoidance [75]. Also a very7
active area of research is the visual-mechanosensory fusion of information [69] and the hierarchical
neuromotor control architecture [15].
Flight Control
Explicit literature of insect ﬂight from a strictly control perspective is not extensive, since
it is generally only present in the context of complementary research on sensors or aerodynamics
described above. Therefore, control architecture and algorithms can be only inferred, although some
excellent reviews are available [60] [77].
1.1.2 Nonlinear underactuated control systems and Averaging Theory
Nonlinear underactuated control systems are systems that, loosely speaking, possess a
number of control input that it is smaller then the number of degrees of freedom of the system,
but they can be driven to any conﬁguration with an appropriate input signal. Classic examples are
wheeled and skating motion. Most of these systems arise from nonholonomic mechanics, which
describes the motion of systems subject by constraints on the system velocities. Most research
revolving around nonlinear control systems is concerned with controllability issues, i.e. in ﬁnd-
ing necessary and sufﬁcient conditions that guarantee that a speciﬁc conﬁguration (trajectory) can
be reach (followed), and, even more importantly from a practical point of view, in ﬁnding algo-
rithms that generate input signals to reach those conﬁgurations. A good review on nonholonomic
mechanics from a control perspective can be found in [9] and [65]. One of the major problems of
underactuated nonlinear control systems is that they cannot cannot be exponentially stabilized using
continuous state feedback [12], which is one of the best understood and effective methodologies for
controller design. Much success regarding the analysis and control of nonholonomic system has
emerged from the tools of differential geometry [1] [45], as shown in [5] [8]. Sussmann [72] has
proposed several directions to generate suitable control input signals for nonholonomic systems. In
particular, he showed how high-frequency periodic signals can be used for controller synthesis of
underactuated systems [73]. Stronger results and quantitative analysis using sinusoidal inputs for
chained nonholonomic systems are given by Murray at al. [53].
High-frequency control relies on averaging theory tools. Sanders and Verhulst [61] give a
detailed review of the averaging theory, including formulas for the average of a time-periodic vector
ﬁeld up to second order, as well as theorems concerning the stability of the ﬂow of time-periodic
vector ﬁelds with regards to stability of the ﬂow due to the averaged vector ﬁeld. Also a very clear8
introduction to averaging theory can be found Chapter 4 of [66]. The convergence of nonholonomic
control systems and averaging theory has witnessed a growing number of research papers aimed at
developing a general framework for controller design synthesis [80] [13] [44] [46].
1.1.3 Control of aquatic biological locomotion
Aerial and aquatic biological locomotion are good examples of underactuated mechani-
cal systems in which locomotion is generated by an oscillatory motion of one or a few body ap-
pendages within a viscous ﬂuid [22] [85]. In particular, ﬁsh locomotion has attracted considerable
interest because of its simpliﬁed planar dynamics, and because of possible practical applications
[47]. High-frequency periodic controller design based on averaging and geometric control theory
has been applied successfully to carangiform ﬁsh locomotion (such as tunas) [50] [79] and anguilli-
form locomotion [58] [48]. Aquatic biological locomotion presents several analogies with ﬂapping
ﬂight locomotion.
1.2 Contribution
The purpose of this thesis is to give a coherent understanding of ﬂapping ﬂight by com-
bining results and research from biology and theoretical control theory. Particular emphasis has
been placed on the development of a general framework and practical tools to design a control unit
for a biomimetic ﬂapping robot.
Insect ﬂight control Based on models of ﬂapping ﬂight aerodynamics and biologically-inspired
wing kinematics, it is shown that in ﬂapping ﬂight it is possible to independently control the three
mean body torques and the vertical and forward forces by perturbing a symmetric wing kinematics.
This is equivalent of saying that with ﬂapping ﬂight it is possible to control directly 5 degrees of
freedom out of the total 6. Moreover it is given an estimate of the magnitude of mean forces and
torques that can be generated with ﬂapping ﬂight. In particular, the model predicts linear acceler-
ations up to 1:1¡1:3g and angular acceleration up to 60;000deg=sec2 which are consistent with
observations in insects.
Flapping Flight Controller Design In this dissertation a hierarchical architecture for the design
of a control unit for a Micromechanical Flying Insect has been proposed similarly to the control
structure observed in ﬂying insects. The hierarchical structure simpliﬁes the design of the overall9
control unit without sacriﬁcing maneuverability. Control of wing kinematics is posed as a tracking
problem of wing trajectory that generates the desired mean torques and forces over a wingbeat.
Wings trajectory are parameterized according to a few parameters that have been suggested by
observation of real insects, such as mean angle of attack, timing of rotation and stroke plane am-
plitude. Dynamics of actuators have also been included to give a more accurate model of overall
insect dynamics. The two most important aspects of the proposed design for attitude and hovering
stabilization are that the overall feedback law from insect linear and angular position and velocity to
the actuators input voltages is T-periodic afﬁne, where T is the wingbeat period, and that in ﬂapping
ﬂight it is possible to control directly the 5 degrees of freedom for the dynamics. This is very ben-
eﬁcial to the design of ﬂying biomimetic robots, since computational resources on board the device
are limited.
PWM control of wing actuators with single active degree of freedom Motivated by the neces-
sity of simplifying the mechanical design of the wing-thorax structure and the electronics driving
the actuators, it is shown that a wing with a single active degree of freedom (stroke angle), and pas-
sive rotation at the inversion of motion, driven by a pulse width modulation (PWM), can still ensure
controllability of ﬁve independent degrees of freedom in ﬂight dynamics. However, the magnitude
of the inputs controlling these ﬁve degree of freedom is decreased if compared with a two-degree of
freedom wing analog control of the actuators.
Control of underactuated nonlinear systems This dissertation shows how ﬂapping ﬂight be-
longs to the class of underactuated nonlinear control systems driven by high-frequency control in-
puts, where the inputs are the position and velocity of the wings. The main result is that an appropri-
ate input parametrization based on biomimetic parametrization and averaging theory approximates
the ﬂight dynamics with a simpler nonlinear system that possesses a larger number of independent
virtual inputs and it is amenable to standard continuous (actually linear) feedback controller design
tools. The increase in the number of the controlled independent virtual inputs, namely the mean
forces and torques, when moving from the exact system to the averaged system results from the fact
that the inputs do not enter into the systems dynamics in an “afﬁne” fashion. Therefore, it is possible
to modulate the input trajectory within a single beat in order to affect only one direction of the force.
Also, a rigorous treatment of the inclusion of actuators dynamics is given based on a multi-timescale
separation of variables, which highlight tradeoffs between controllability and performance.10
1.3 Outline
This dissertation is tailored for a wide audience including engineers as well as biologists
interested in insect ﬂight from a control theory perspective. Only general knowledge of classical
control theory and Lyapunov stability analysis is required. The necessary tools for averaging theory
are introduced when needed and references are given for the interested reader.
Chapter 2 This chapter gives an overview of ﬂapping ﬂight from a biological perspective. In
particular, it reviews the aerodynamic mechanisms involved in ﬂapping ﬂight and highlights differ-
ences with ﬁxed or rotary-winged vehicles aerodynamics, the sensory system physiology and and
purpose of the most important sensors involved in ﬂight stabilization, and the neuromotor-sensory
architecture and the mechanics of in ﬂapping ﬂight stabilization in real insects.
Chapter 3 Chapter 3 gives an overview of ﬂapping micromechanical ﬂying insects. In particular,
it gives an overview of micromechanical ﬂying insects, proposes a control architecture for designing
ﬂight controllers, and introduces mathematical modeling for the ﬂapping ﬂight aerodynamics, the
dynamics of insect body, and the wings’ electromechanical actuators. These mathematical models
will be used for simulations in Chapter 5.
Chapter 4 Chapter 4 introduces the mathematical background of averaging theory necessary to
justify the controller design approach developed in Chapter 5. Although theorems and results are
quite technical, particular attention is spent giving intuitive motivations and examples to facilitate
understanding. In particular, we show that in nonlinear systems which are not afﬁne in the control
inputs, high-frequency periodic feedback can artiﬁcially increase the number of control inputs, thus
approximating the original time-varying system with a simpler time-invariant system. Also, multi-
timescale analysis of coupled systems with different timescale dynamics is presented to model the
inclusion of actuator dynamics in the ﬂight dynamics. Several examples are given to illustrate the
theoretical results.
Chapter 5 Chapter 5 uses biomimetic principle to design wing kinematics that affect ﬂight dy-
namics based on observations of real insects presented in Chapter 2. Results from Chapter 4 are
then used to propose a controller synthesis for attitude control and hovering. Finally, a simpler
electromechanical design consisting of pulse-width-modulation (PWM) scheme to control the wing
actuators applied to a ﬂapping wing with only one active degree of freedom and passive rotation, is11
explored and it is shown that it can still guarantee controllability of ﬂight at the price of a weaker
authority on the magnitude of forces and torques that can be generated.
Chapter 6 Chapter 6 summarizes the results presented in the dissertation and discusses possible
extensions, in particular from a theoretical perspective.12
Chapter 2
Flapping ﬂight in biological insects
Flies have inhabited our planet for over 300 million years, and today they account for
more than 125,000 different species, so that they are one out of every tenth species known to man
[26]. Their evolutionary success might spring from their insuperable maneuverability and agility,
which enables them to, for example, chase mates at turning velocities of more than 3000os¡1 with
delay times of less than 30 ms. This unmatched maneuverability is the result of three main factors:
larger aerodynamic forces generated by the ﬂapping ﬂight relative to ﬁxed or rotary wings, high
bandwidth and sensitivity sensors for self-motion estimation, and an effective neuromotor control
architecture that quickly compensates for external ﬂight disturbances without compromising volun-
tary maneuvers. We will review these aspects of biological insect ﬂight in the next three sections.
2.1 Aerodynamic Mechanisms
The aerodynamics of ﬂapping ﬂight is quite different from ﬁxed or rotary winged ﬂight
for two main reasons: the ﬁrst is that the they act in two different aerodynamic regimes, and the
second is that the velocity of the wing or blade relative to the ﬂuid is time-varying. In insect
ﬂight, the Reynold’s number, a dimensionless parameter that is related to ﬂuid viscosity and wing
velocity, ranges from few hundred to few thousand in insects and from few tens of thousands to
hundred thousands in manmade vehicles. In addition, the velocity of the wing or blade relative
to the ﬂuid in ﬂapping ﬂight is time-varying, while it remains constant in ﬁxed or rotary winged
ﬂight. Therefore, steady state hydrodynamics developed for man-made vehicles is not suitable to
describe ﬂapping ﬂight. It seems that, according to a footnote in the history of biological sciences,
researchers from the University of Goettingen, Germany, made a discovery in the 1930s that proved13
it was aerodynamically impossible for bumblebees to ﬂy. Bumblebees, of course, continued to ﬂy
about with blithe disregard for their results! The so-called ”Bumblebee Paradox” became so famous
that entered the public imagination, even inspiring the title of a well-known children’s book (”The
Bumblebee Flies Anyway”, by Robert Cormier).
Although numerical solutions of hydrodynamical equations are available today [59] [71],
a clear understanding of ﬂapping ﬂight aerodynamics have been obtained by dynamically scaled
models of insect wings that can reproduce the same aerodynamics mechanisms present in insect
ﬂight [24] [84]. These experiments have unveiled three main aerodynamic mechanisms involved
























Figure 2.1: Cartoon of delayed-stall mechanism
The delayed stall appears at the onset of motion of the wing [20]. As the wing starts
moving a small vortex appears behind the leading edge, and an asymmetric, opposite swirl appears
in the ﬂuid close to the original resting position of the wing as illustrated in Figure 2.1(b). The
presence of two vortices moving in opposite directions but with identical strength is the equivalent
principle of conservation of momentum for ﬂuids. The vortex above the wing creates a lower pres-
sure on its back surface, thus producing a net aerodynamic force perpendicular to the wing surface.
As the wing moves, the vortex behind the leading edge increases along with the aerodynamic force
( Figure 2.1(c) ). However, after a certain distance a new vortex starts appearing behind the trailing
edge to keep the total ﬂuid momentum constant ( Figure 2.1(d) ). This vortex has a rotation direction
opposite to that of the leading edge vortex and in turn decreases the force production. Moreover,
the vortex on the leading edge keeps on increasing till it reaches a critical size at which point it14
detaches from the wing and is shed into the ﬂuid, thus decreasing even further the force production
( Figure 2.1(e) ). As soon as the leading edge vortex detaches, a new vortex starts appearing behind
the leading edge and this process of the vortex building and detaching repeats itself endlessly.
The vortex shedding process appears after the wing has traversed a distance of a few
chord lengths, therefore the increased aerodynamic force production can be captured only at the
very beginning of the wing movement. Insect wings move only few wing chord lengths when they
ﬂap [27], and thus are able to capture this enhanced force production. Another very important
characteristic of ﬂapping ﬂight is that the wings do not translate but rather rotate about their wing
hinges. This means that the velocity of the wing with respect to the ﬂuid is not constant along
the wing longitudinal axis, but instead depends on the distance from the wing base. This creates a
gradient of translational velocity along the wing axis. Ellington et al. [28] observed the presence of
a base-to-tip axial ﬂow entrained by the leading edge vortex, and argued that this property helps the
stability of the leading edge vortex. In contrast to the ﬁxed winged vehicles for which large angle
of attacks give rise to turbulence, the leading edge vortex is stable for angles of attack up to 90
degrees. The aerodynamic force generated is an increasing function of the angle of attack [20]. The
last important difference of delayed stall relative to ﬁxed-winged vehicles is that the aerodynamic
force is almost perpendicular to the wing proﬁle rather then perpendicular to the wing velocity.
The rotational lift mechanism is the result of a combination of the translation and rotation
of the wing [64]. This mechanism is analogous to the one that allows a ball to curve when it is
thrown with some spin, as commonly seen in baseball or tennis. In fact, an aerodynamic force
perpendicular to the translational velocity appears if the ball has a back-spin as shown in Figure
2.2. The magnitude of the aerodynamic force generated by the rotational lift is approximately
proportional to the product of the angular velocity and translational velocity. However, there is a
major difference between a rotating wing and a rotating ball. In fact, while the rotational lift is





Figure 2.2: Rotational lift for a rotating ball and for a rotating wing15
a rotating wing. Rotational lift is present in ﬂapping ﬂight at the end of each half-stroke when the
wing is about to invert the direction of its motion.
The last mechanism present in ﬂapping ﬂight is the wake capture [6] [7]. It is present at
the beginning of each half-stroke after the wing has inverted its motion and started to move. The
wake capture appears when the wing interacts with the effects of past strokes on the ambient ﬂuid
environment. The ﬂuid behind the wing is dragged along with the motion of the wing, as shown
in Figure 2.3. As the wing slows down and inverts the direction of motion, it hits the ﬂuid which
is still moving because of its momentum. Therefore, the velocity of the wing relative to the ﬂuid
(which corresponds toV ¡W using the notation of Figure 2.3) is larger than the velocity of the wing
alone, and therefore results in the generation of a larger force. This is a simpliﬁed explanation of
the principle behind the phenomenon of wake capture, and an interested reader should look to the





















Figure 2.3: Cartoon of wake capture mechanism. V and W indicate the velocity of the wing and of
the ﬂuid wake relative to an inertial frame, respectively. Total velocity of the wing relative to the
ﬂuid is given byVtot =V ¡W.
mechanisms has been measured using a dynamically scaled model of a wing [24]. Figure 2.4 shows
the total aerodynamic forces for three representative wing kinematics, where the wing motion is
the same for all three but the timing of the rotation of the wing is advanced, symmetrical and
delayed, respectively, relative to the inversion of motion. It also artiﬁcially decomposes the total
force according to the three different mechanisms. It is clear that the delayed stall accounts for most
of the aerodynamic force production and that the rotational lift and wake capture are present only16
Figure 2.4: (Top) Wing kinematics diagram for three different wing trajectories in which the rotation
of the wing is advanced, symmetric or delayed relative to the inversion of wing motion. (Center and
Bottom) Aerodynamic drag and lift forces as measured by Roboﬂy, a dynamically scaled model
of an insect wing, during the course of a full wingbeat. The gray area corresponds to the upstroke
portion of the wingbeat. Arrows indicate how speciﬁc aerodynamic mechanisms act during ﬂapping
ﬂight. Courtesy of [24].
for the short period of the stroke when the wing rotates and changes direction of motion. Although
these two mechanisms contribute only marginally to the mean lift, they play an important role in
ﬂight control since they can affect the distribution of forces.
2.2 The Sensory system
Flying insects possess a diverse set of sensors, ranging from mechanoreceptive to optical,
and from inertial to chemical. Each of these sensors is dedicated to a speciﬁc task that ranges from
ﬂight stabilization to navigation.
Mechanoreceptors Insects wings and other parts of the body such as the antennae, neck and legs
are innervated by campaniform sensilla. These nerves can sense and encode pressure forces when
they are stretched or strained [17] [18] (see Figure 2.5). A large number of sensilla are located
at the base of the wing. They are thought to be able to measure aerodynamic forces acting on
the wings during motion and to elicit a compensatory mechanism to stabilize ﬂight as observed17
by Hengstenberg [34]. In principle, these sensors could also be used by insect to compensate for
external disturbances, although this has not been conﬁrmed experimentally.
Figure 2.5: (Top-left corner) Microscope photo of campaniform sensilla on ﬂy wing. (Center)
Graphical rendering of sensilla structure.
Ocelli Ocelli are a sensory system present in many ﬂying insects [49]. This system comprises of
three wide angle photoreceptors placed on the head of the insect (see Figure 2.6). They are oriented
in such a way that they have poor image resolution, but are able to collect light from large regions
of the sky. Although the exact physiology of ocelli and their role in insect ﬂight is still not com-
pletely understood, it is believed that they play a fundamental role in insect attitude stabilization,
particularly horizon stabilization [68] [36] [76]. Experimental results performed by Taylor [76] and
Kastberger [36] on some insect species suggest that ocelli collaborate synergistically with com-
pound eyes to minimize the delay of visual processing and to augment visual responsiveness when
no sharp horizontal border is present. When an insect is presented with a moving artiﬁcial horizon,18
Figure 2.6: (Left) The ocelli of a blowﬂy and the visual ﬁelds of the median (top) and right
lateral (bottom) ocelli. Courtesy of [68]. (Right) Photo of locust head and locations of ocelli
photoreceptors.
it ﬁrst tries to rotate its head in order to ﬁxate the horizon on the retina. Only afterwards does it
change its wing pattern to realign its abdomen with its head. Taylor observed that cauterization
of ocelli doubles the latency between the horizon motion and the compensatory head movement.
Moreover, in dimly lit environments ablated ocelli reduced insect sensitivity to horizon motions and
resulted in a smaller mean amplitude of head motion. It can therefore be concluded that ocelli are
especially important for the stabilization of the retinal image of the compound eyes during ﬂight
when disturbances are sudden and frequent. It seems that the high sensitivity to light and the quick
response time of ocelli comes at the expense of acuity.
Two additional ﬁndings observed by Taylor [76] deserve mentioning. First, in cases where
an insect had ablated compound eyes and intact ocelli and experienced an inverted horizon corre-
sponding to that of an upside-down insect, its head remained motionless until the two lateral ocelli
were unequally illuminated. This is the opposite reaction of insects with intact compound eyes.
Second, an insect with disconnected compound eyes and intact ocelli quickly responded to the sud-
den displacement of the horizon, but quickly relaxed back in the rest position even when the horizon
remained displaced. Animals with intact compound eyes kept their heads rotated. This observation
suggests that the ocelli behave similarly to a high pass ﬁlter. This could be due to the fact that light
distribution can change substantially during the course of the day as a result of sun motion, atmo-19
spheric variations or simply because the insect during its ﬂight has gone out from under a shady
area. Nonetheless, these variations have a long timescale relative to the insect motion timescale and
can be compensated for by the compound eyes. From an engineering perspective, insects combine
low-bandwidth compound eyes with high-bandwidth ocelli to obtain an accurate horizon sensor for
attitude stabilization over a large frequency domain.
Biologists believe that ocelli estimate the orientation of the insect with respect to the
sky by comparing the intensity of light measured by the different photoreceptors. Their argument is
based on the assumption that the intensity of light measured by the photoreceptors is only a function
of its latitude relative to the light source.
Halteres Research on insect ﬂight revealed that in order to maintain stability insects use struc-
tures called halteres which detect body rotational velocities by measuring gyroscopic forces. [34].
The halteres of a ﬂy are located in its hindwings, and are hidden in the space between thorax and
Figure 2.7: Photo of haltere in Musca domestica
abdomen where the air current has a negligible effect on them (see Figure 2.7). Halteres look like
small balls attached to the end of thin rods. There are about 400 sensilla embedded in the ﬂexible
exoskeleton at the base of each haltere. These mechanoreceptors function as strain gauges to detect
the Coriolis force exerted on the halteres [30]. During ﬂight, the halteres beat up and down in verti-
cal planes at an angle of nearly 180o anti-phase to the wings at the wingbeat frequency. When a ﬂy’s
halteres are removed or immobilized, it quickly falls to the ground. In addition, the two halteres of
a ﬂy are non-coplanar (each is tilted backward from the transverse plane by about 30o). This non-
coplanarity of the two halteres is essential for a ﬂy to detect rotations about all three turning axes. In20
fact, a ﬂy with one haltere removed is unable to detect rotations about an axis perpendicular to the
stroke plane of the remaining haltere [54]. Mathematical investigations and numerical simulations
of the signal processing of the halteres presented in [67], conﬁrm the idea that insects can indeed
estimate the three components of the angular velocity.
2.3 Neuromotor Architecture of Flight Control
The extraordinary maneuverability exhibited by ﬂying insects is the combination of a so-
phisticated neuromotor control system with highly specialized sensors. Presently little is known
Figure 2.8: Neuromotor control physiology in ﬂying insect.
about the ﬂight control mechanisms and neuromotor physiology in real insects [15] [29] [26]. Ex-
perimental evidence suggests the existence of at least two levels of control, a hiher and a lower
level as shown in Figure 2.8. At the lower level the halteres and the ocelli directly control the wing
muscles in order to keep stable ﬂight orientation. This lower level of control seems to be reactive,
since it mediates corrective reﬂexes to compensate for external disturbances and maintain a stable
ﬂight posture. At the higher level, the brain, stimulated by visual and physiological stimuli, plays
the role of the navigator, and plans a trajectory based on a goal such as foraging or chasing a mate.
Different from the halteres-ocelli system, the visual system is connected directly to the halteres
muscles rather than to the wing muscles. Therefore, the higher level of control indirectly affects21
the ﬂight behavior by inﬂuencing the motion of the halteres and thus creates an apparent external
disturbance for which the lower level of control would try to compensate. This structure is similar
to that between vestibular-ocular reﬂexes and active head rotation in vertebrates [62]. The reason
for this hierarchical control architecture is that it is an efﬁcient resolution to the conﬂict between
ﬂight stability reﬂexes while generating goal-orientated manoeuvres. Without some appropriate
change in efﬁcacy, haltere-mediated equilibrium reﬂexes would function to counter goal-orientated
motion. To resolve this potential conﬂict, the nervous system must contain the means of attenuating
equilibrium reﬂexes during the generation of controlled manoeuvres.
A third, even lower, level of control could exist in the pressure sensors that innervate the
wings and haltere. These sensors perceive the aerodynamic forces acting on the wings. This bottom
level serves to adjust the motion of a wing while it beats in order to improve aerodynamic efﬁciency
and compensate for local turbulence [34].
2.4 Mechanics of Insect Flight Control
Insect ﬂight control has been studied extensively from a physiological perspective, but its
mechanics are less well known. Even when the given stimulus of the kinematic changes of a wing
are deﬁned, their consequences on the aerodynamic force production mechanisms often remain
obscure. Moreover, although ﬂapping ﬂight shares many similarities to helicopter ﬂight, it is not
clear weather they have the same control strategy. The two most important unanswered questions
about ﬂapping ﬂight today are how many degrees of freedom ﬂying insects independently control
and what are their available control inputs. The difﬁculty in answering these questions resides in
the limited quantitative information available about insect ﬂight. In fact, accurately reconstructing
three-dimensional wing kinematics presents formidable technical difﬁculties, even if the insect is
tethered. Only in a few experiments have direct measurements of the three forces and three mo-
ments on tethered insects been correlated with the observed changes in wing kinematics. Finally,
accurate measurements of the position of the center of mass and moments of inertia have been rarely
recorded. Nonetheless, Taylor [77] does offer several references and some qualitative observations,
and these are summarized in this section.
The ﬁrst point to note is that hovering insects, like hovering helicopters, possess no ﬁrst-
order passive stability about any axis. This is because the resultant ﬂight force vector passes through
the center of gravity at equilibrium and remains ﬁxed in magnitude, position and direction with re-
spect to the body axes as the insect’s orientation changes [77]. Although second-order changes in22
aerodynamics forces caused by translation or rotation of insect could in principle be present, no em-
pirical data is available to corroborate this hypothesis. Even in the case that ﬂapping ﬂight possesses
some form of passive stability, it is likely that it would be underdamped, as in modern aircrafts, and
active control would be necessary to quickly damp out undesired oscillations. Therefore, active
ﬂight control is necessary not only for voluntary maneuvers, but also for ﬂight stabilization in the
presence of external disturbances.
The second point is that, unlike helicopters, which independently control rotations about
the three body axes, insects vary symmetrically the motion of the wings in order to control the
longitudinal forces and rotations, and asymmetrically in order to control lateral forces and rotations.
The result is an effective doubling of the number of control inputs and a remarkable economy of
control. From this observation it is clear that the longitudinal control in insects is independent of
lateral control, i.e. pitch and vertical force can be controlled independently from roll and yaw. This
is sufﬁcient for an insect to move in space, since pitch control indirectly controls forward thrust
generation, as in helicopters, the vertical force controls the altitude, and the roll-yaw controls the
heading.
The third point is whether insects can independently control roll and yaw. This has been
proven only be larger ﬂies [81]. Independent control of roll and yaw indirectly implies that the in-
sect can control lift and thrust generation independently on each wing. In fact, if lift and thrust can
be controlled independently, asymmetric thrust generation would produce a yaw torque, and asym-
metric lift generation would produce a roll torque. Moreover, independent lift and thrust generation
implies that insects can control vertical and longitudinal forces independently, without necessarily
changing the pitch. As a consequence, if an insect can independently control the yaw, roll and pitch
moments, it can independently control vertical and longitudinal force, also. Therefore, insects can
control ﬁve-degrees-of-freedom, which is from helicopters that can control only four, i.e. the three
torques and the vertical thrust.
The fourth point regards which are the kinematic parameters that insects can control and
how these parameters affect the generation of forces and torques. Stroke amplitude is normally
considered the main control parameter that determines aerodynamic force output, in particular lift.
Flies have been observed to change the amplitude of the stroke by adjusting the lower turning point
of the wings. In fact the amplitude increases or decreases as the wings sweep more or less far
forward on the downstroke [55]. This causes the center of mean lift to shift backward as well, thus
creating a nose-down pitch moment.
Drosophila melanogaster is also able to vary the offset of the stroke amplitude independent23
of amplitude, i.e. it can shift the wing motions forward or backward relative to its body. This
mechanism should allow pitch to be modulated independently of its aerodynamic force output [88].
Stroke amplitude can be used by insects also to produce roll moments. In fact, the amplitude of
the inside wing is reduced to shorten the stoke and to therefore reduce the aerodynamic force. The
opposite changes occur on the outside wing, and the combination of these changes creates roll
torques through an asymmetric lift production [55].
Timing of rotation is another important kinematic parameter for force control. Several
species of insects have been observed delaying the rotation of the inside wing and advancing the
rotation of the outside wing during maneuvers [23]. Moreover, experiments with model wings [24]
have demonstrated that the timing of supination relative to stroke reversal (the point at which wing
translation reverses direction) is critical in determining the magnitude of the forces produced. In
particular, it affects thrust production more dramatically then lift production and thus suggests that
the timing of rotation is a means to control lift and thrust independent of one another. In fact, the
timing of supination seems to be independent of stroke amplitude in Drosophila melanogaster.
In addition to varying their wing kinematics, ﬂies may control pitch by varying their pos-
ture [88]. Drosophila melanogaster elevate their abdomen in response to nose-down disturbances,
displacing the position of the center of mass behind the axis of mean aerodynamic force, thus creat-
ing a nose-up moment. Some ﬂies have been observed moving their legs during pitch stabilization
in order to change the overall posture of their body. The change of posture could be the result
of conservation of total body angular momentum, or the result of drag moments generated by the
interaction of the legs with the air.
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we reviewed some of the aspects related to ﬂapping ﬂight in biological
insects. While aerodynamic mechanisms are well understood, the neuromotor and sensor fusion
architecture and the mechanics of insect ﬂight control are still being investigated. Nonetheless,
some interesting observations have already emerged. In particular, there is a growing consensus
that the neuromotor architecture possesses a hierarchical structure that is an optimal system for
balancing the conﬂicting nature of an active navigation system with a reactive system necessary for
coping with a reactive system necessary to cope with external disturbances. The active navigation
commands from the visual system and the brain do not directly control the wing muscles, but do
indirectly affect them by inﬂuencing the ocelli and halteres sensors that, in turn, control the wing24
muscles. This architecture has been adopted as a model to design the ﬂight control unit for a robotic
ﬂapping insect proposed in the next Chapter.
Also very relevant to the design of ﬂight controllers for robotic insect, is an analysis of
the biomechanical parameters and the mechanisms of wing motions that allow insects to generate
net forces and torques to control the body dynamics. Although literature of the Biology community
gives only qualitative descriptions of these mechanisms, they are fundamental to controller design
since they suggest effective parametrization of wing motions to generate the desired body motions.
Some of these biomechanical parameters will be used in Chapter 5 to design wing trajectories and
we will show, using quantitative evidence based on simulations of the aerodynamic mechanisms,
how these parameters indeed allow very effective control of body dynamics.25
Chapter 3
Micromechanical Flying Insects:
Control Architecture and Modeling
The recent interest in micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) [51], largely motivated by the need
for aerial reconnaissance robots inside buildings and conﬁned spaces, has led to the development of
inch-size ﬂapping wing MAVs that mimic at least part of the extraordinary performance of insect
ﬂight. This is a challenging endeavor for several reasons. The aerodynamics for inch-size ﬂapping
robots differ greatly from manmade ﬁxed- or rotary-winged vehicles. Size constraints forbid the use
ofrotaryelectricmotorsandcommercialinertialnavigationsystem(INS),globalpositioningsystem
(GPS) and cameras. Flapping frequency beyond 100Hz requires sensors and processing algorithms
with bandwidth and sensitivity at least one order of magnitude higher than those usually found in
today’s aircrafts. And ﬁnally, energetic and computational constraints limit the choice of sensors
and algorithms that can be feasibly designed. Even more challenging is the fabrication of fully au-
tonomous vehicles capable of performing complex tasks such as the navigation and the exploration
of an unknown environment. It must be pointed out that insects in nature constantly perform such
tasks efﬁciently and efﬁcaciously with little regard to their difﬁculty, and, consequently, provide an
invaluable source of inspiration for the design of MFIs. In this chapter we give a brief overview
of micromechanical ﬂying insects (MFIs). We use the biological insights presented in the previous
chapter to develop a general framework for the design of a ﬂight control unit which enable MFIs to
accomplish complex autonomous tasks such as searching, surveillance and monitoring. Finally, we
give the mathematical models for insect aerodynamics, body dynamics and actuators dynamics that
will be used in Chapter 5 to test the design of the controllers and to evaluate their performance via26
simulations.
3.1 Overview
The design of the MFI is guided by studies of real ﬂying insect studies, however. The
challenges of a successful fabrication of a MFI includes such limitations as: small dimensions,
low power consumption, high ﬂapping frequency, and limited computational on-board resources.
These have forced the development of novel approaches to electromechanical design and control
algorithms and the adoption of new technologies. The goal of the MFI project is the fabrication
Figure 3.1: MFI artist’s conception. Courtesy of R. Fearing.
an electromechanical device capable of autonomous ﬂight and complex behaviors, speciﬁcally one
that mimics the blowﬂy Calliphora. Figure 3.1 shows an artist’s conception of the MFI prototype.
The fabrication of such a device requires the design of several components. It is possible to identify
ﬁve main units (Figure 3.2), each of which is responsible for a distinct task: the locomotory unit,
the sensory system unit , the power supply unit, the communication unit and the control unit.
The locomotory unit, composed of the electromechanical thorax-wings system, is respon-
sible for controlling the motion of the wings and therefore, for indirectly generating the necessary
aerodynamic forces for the ﬂight navigation. One of the most challenging parts of this project is
the design of the mechanical structure which provides mobility to the wings efﬁcient enough to27




































Figure 3.2: MFI structure
generate the desired wings kinematics. This issue is not in the scope of this dissertation and we
recommend the interested reader to more detailed work [3] [4] [87]. The current design provides
two independent wings with two degrees of freedom: ﬂapping and rotation.
The sensory system unit is comprised of different sensors: the halteres, biomimetic gyros
for angular velocity detection; the ocelli, biomimetic photosensitive device for roll-pitch estima-
tion; the magnetic compass for heading estimation; and the optical ﬂow detectors for self-motion
detection and object avoidance. These sensors provides the control unit with the input information
necessary to stabilize ﬂight and to plan desired trajectories. Other kinds of MEMS sensors can
be installed, such as temperature and chemical sensors, which can than be used for searching and
recognition of objects or hazardous chemicals.
The power supply unit consists of three thin sheets of solar cells placed on a pyramidal
conﬁguration at the base of the MFI body (see Figure 3.1). The solar cells generates the power
necessary for the wing actuators and the electronics of all the units. This sheet of solar cell can
generate up to 20mWcm¡1 during a bright day. Underneath the solar cell, thin ﬁlms of lithium
batteries can store energy for dim-lit or night conditions of operation.
The communication unit, based on micro Corner Cube Reﬂectors (CCR) [89], a novel op-
toelectronic transmitter, or on ultra-low-power RF transmitters, provides a MFI with the possibility
to communicate with a ground base or with others MFI’s.
Finally, the control unit, embedded in the MFI computational circuitry, is responsible both28
for stabilizing the ﬂight and for planning the appropriate trajectory for each desired task.
3.2 Control Unit Architecture
The hierarchical architecture, partially inspired by real ﬂying insects, as described above,
and UAV research [39], decomposes the original global control problem into a multilevel set of
simpler control problems. Moreover, thanks to this approach, the controllers on each level can be
designed independently of those on higher levels, thus allowing the possibility to incrementally
build more and more articulated control structures. Figure 3.3 shows the architecture proposed for
the MFI control unit. It is possible to identify three main levels: the trajectory planner, the ﬂight
mode stabilizer and the wing kinematics controllers.
Figure 3.3: Design architecture for the control unit of the MFI.
This architecture is built in a top-down fashion, namely each level can interact with the
lower level, but not vice versa. The top level is a voluntary since planning is determined by the MFI
goals. The two lower levels are more reactive since the purpose of the attitude controller and the
wing kinematic controller is to maintain the desired ﬂight posture and the desired wing trajectory in
the presence of external disturbances, respectively.
Different sensors inﬂuence each level of the the control unit. At the bottom level, force
sensors at the wing base can estimate instantaneous wing position and thus improve wing trajectory29
control. At the middle level halteres, ocelli and compass-like sensors can estimate insect orientation
andvelocitywithadelaysmallerthenthewingbeatperiod. Largeﬂowestimatesfromthecompound
eyes can provide redundant information about orientation and angular velocity. Although large-ﬁeld
optical ﬂow estimates have lower bandwidth than ocelli and halteres, they have lower bias, and the
fusion of all sensors information can therefore guarantee excellent performance.
At the top-level, the compound eyes provide the information necessary for guided navi-
gation, mainly object avoidance and small-ﬁeld object ﬁxation. These sensors require a more so-
phisticated signal processing and therefore require a response time of a few wingbeats.
At the top level of the control unit there is the trajectory planner. Besides sensory input
from the visual system, this unit receives commands from a communication link as well as informa-
tion from application-speciﬁc sensors such as chemical or temperature sensors. The purpose of the
top level control is to choose the appropriate ﬂight modes, such as cruising, hovering or landing, to
navigate the environment and achieve the desired task such as foraging, territory exploration, object
tracking and more. Exploration and tracking algorithms, as well as object avoidance maneuvers, are
implemented by the trajectory planner.
The middle level is the ﬂight mode stabilizer. This level is responsible for stabilizing
ﬂight modes available to the MFI, namely hovering, fast forward, power efﬁcient forward, take off,
landing, steering left, steering right, and moving up, down and sideways. The number of different
ﬂight modes is arbitrary, but it should be rich enough to generate any desired trajectory or motion
dictated by the trajectory planner. Each ﬂight mode is provided with a controller that takes the input
signals from halteres, ocelli, magnetic compass and large-ﬁeld optical ﬂow estimates. Based on
this information, the controller chooses the appropriate values for the desired torques and forces
that must be applied to MFI body to compensate for possible disturbances. The desired torques and
forces are then passed to the bottom level, which maps them into the appropriate trajectory for the
wings. Desired torques and forces are updated on the order of one or more wingbeats.
Thebottomlevelis thewingkinematicscontroller. This levelis responsible forgenerating
the electrical signals for the actuators in order to generate motion of the wings corresponding to the
desired torques and forces given by the ﬂight mode stabilizer. The set of possible wing trajectories
is parameterized according to some biokinematic elements. These parameters are chosen based on
biomimetic principles, i.e. they can mimic most of the wing trajectories observed in real insects.
These parameters are associated with important features of wing kinematics, such as the stroke
angle amplitude and offset, timing of rotation, mean angle of attack and upstroke-to-downstroke
wing speed ratio. Each set of desired torques and forces is mapped statically to a set of biokinematic30
parameters, and thus to a wing trajectory that can generate these torques and forces as an average
overa wingbeat period. Then, everywing trajectory is mapped to the corresponding actuator voltage
via another static map. A detail description of this approach is given in Chapter 5. The wing
kinematics controller receives input information from force sensors placed at the base of the wings.
This input information can be directly used to estimate instantaneously the position and velocity of
the wings, thus improving wing motion control through feedback, as proposed in [86].
Note how sensor bandwidths decrease from the bottom level to the top level. In fact,
visual information, which is richer and more accurate since it estimates position as well as linear
and angular velocity, is close to the top level since its processing requires more times than the
sensors necessary to stabilize the insect ﬂight.
3.3 Modeling
In this section, we describe the mathematical modeling used throughout this dissertation















Angle of attack (t)
Figure 3.4: Block diagram of the Aeodynamical Module
Insect ﬂight aerodynamics, which belongs to the regime of Reynolds’s number between
30¡1000, has been a very active area of research in the past decades after the seminal work of
Ellington [27]. Although, at present, some numerical simulations of unsteady insect ﬂight aerody-
namics based on the ﬁnite element solution of Navier-Stokes equations give accurate results for the
estimated aerodynamics forces [59] [71], their implementation is unsuitable for control purposes
since they require several hours of processing for simulating a single wingbeat, even on multipro-
cessor computers. However, several advances have been achieved in comprehending qualitatively
and quantitatively unsteady-state aerodynamics mechanisms thanks to a scale model of ﬂapping
wing [24]. This apparatus, known as Roboﬂy, consists of a two 25cm-long wings system that mim-31
ics the wing motion of ﬂying insects. It is provided with force sensors at the wing base, which can
measure instantaneous wing forces along a wingbeat.
Results obtained with this apparatus have identiﬁed 3 main aerodynamics mechanisms:































Figure 3.5: Force Decomposition for Horizontal Stroke Plane: (a) lateral view; (b) top view
The aerodynamic modeling described here is a combination of an analytical model, based
on quasi-steady state equations for the delayed stall and rotational lift, and an empirically matched
model based on Roboﬂy data. Wake capture is very complex to treat analytically and it has not
been considered in this work. However, this mechanism seems to have a small contribution for the
sinusoidal-like motion of the wings, motion that it is widely used in simulations in this dissertation
(see two bottom plots of Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.6: Aerodynamic force coefﬁcients empirically obtained from RoboFly data.
A quasi-state state aerodynamic model assumes that force equations derived for 2D thin32
aerofoils translating with constant velocity and constant angle of attack, hold also for time varying
3D ﬂapping wings. In a steady state condition, the aerodynamic force per unit length exerted on a













tr;N are, respectively, the normal and tangential components of the force with
respect to the airfoil proﬁle, c is the cord width of the aerofoil, r is the density of air, a is the angle
of attack deﬁned as the angle between the wing proﬁle and the wing velocity relative to the ﬂuid,
U, andCN andCT are the dimensionless force coefﬁcients. The orientation of these forces is always
opposite to the wing velocity. Figure 3.5 shows a graphical representation of these forces. A good
empirical approximation for the force coefﬁcients is given by:





0:4 cos2(2a) 0 · a · 45o
0 otherwise
(3.2)
as shown in [24] and [64]. In the aerodynamics literature, it is more common to ﬁnd the lift and
drag force coefﬁcients, CL and CD. Lift, FL and drag, FD are deﬁned, respectively, as the normal
and tangential components of the total aerodynamic force, Faero, with respect to the stroke plane,
i.e. the plane of motion of the wings with respect to the body (see Figure 3.5a). However, the force
decomposition in normal and tangential components is more intuitive, since aerodynamic forces are
mainly pressure forces which act perpendicularly to the surface. Figure 3.6 shows the empirical
values for the force coefﬁcients obtained with RoboFly. These coefﬁcients have been obtained from
Equations (3.1) by measuring aerodynamic forces for different angles of attack and translational
velocities. It is clear how, for high angles of attack, the tangential component, mainly due to skin
friction, gives only a minor contribution. Nevertheless, lift and drag can be readily computed as:
CL(a) = CN cosa¡CT sina
CD(a) = CN sina+CT cosa
(3.3)
Note how the maximum lift coefﬁcient is achieved for angles of attack of approximately 45o, con-
siderably different from ﬁxed and rotary wings which produce maximum lift for angles of about
5o.33









4 ¡ ˆ xo
¢
is the rotational force coefﬁcients, approximately independent of the angle
of attack, xo is the dimensionless distance of the rotation axis from the leading edge, and w is the
angular velocity of the wing with respects to that axis. In most ﬂying insects xo is about 1
4, which
corresponds to the theoretical value of the mean center of pressure along the wing chord direction.
This is a pure pressure force and therefore acts perpendicularly to the wing proﬁle, in the opposite
direction of wing velocity.
According to the quasi-steady state approach, the total force on a wing is computed by














U(t;r) = ˙ f(t)r (3.5)
where f is the stroke angle andUbody is the velocity of the insect body w.r.t. an inertial system, and
the wing angular velocity, w is approximately ˙ a. Then we integrate the forces in Equations (3.5)
along the wing, i.e. Ftr;N(t) =
R R














rAwCrot ˆ ccmax ˙ a(t)Ucp(t) (3.8)
Ucp(t) = ˆ r2R ˙ f(t) (3.9)
where, Aw is the wing area, R is the wing length, Ucp is the velocity of the wing at the center of
pressure, ˆ r2 is the normalized center of pressure, cmax is maximum wing chord width, and ˆ c is the



























































Figure 3.7: From top to bottom: stroke angle f, rotation angle y, lift given by Equation (3.12) and
drag given by Equation (3.11). These are traces corresponding to two wingbeat periods. In the last
two plots, measured lift and drag forces obtained from Roboﬂy data, a dynamically scaled model of
insect wing, are also displayed (Roboﬂy data are courtesy of M.H. Dickinson).
The normalized center of pressure, ˆ r2, and the normalized rotational chord, ˆ c, depend only on the
wing morphology, and in most of ﬂying insects their range is approximately ˆ r2 = 0:6¡0:7 and
ˆ c = 0:5¡0:75 [27]. As a result of this approach, the wing forces can be assumed to be applied at
a distance, rcp = r2R, from the wing base. According to thin aerofoil theory, the center of pressure
rcp lies about 1
4 of chord length from the leading edge. This has been conﬁrmed by numerical
simulations of insect ﬂight which do not assume a quasi-steady state aerodynamic regime [59], and
by experiments performed by scaled model of wings [64].
If the velocity of the insect body is comparable with the mean wing velocity of the center
of pressure, as during cruising ﬂight mode, a more accurate model for estimating the aerodynamic
forces is based on ﬁnding the absolute velocity of the center of pressure of the wing relative to an
inertial frame, which is obtained by substituting Equation (3.9) with the following:
Ucp(t) = ˆ r2R ˙ f(t)+vb(t) (3.10)
where vb(t) is the velocity of the insect body relative to the inertial frame represented in the wing
frame coordinate system.
The total lift and drag forces acting on the wing can be derived through a trigonometric35
transformation analogous to the one used in Equations (3.3) as follows:
FN(t) = Ftr;N(t)+Frot;N(t)
FT(t) = Ftr;T(t)
FD(t) = FN(t)cosa(t)¡FT(t)sina(t) (3.11)
FL(t) = FN(t)sina(t)+FT(t)cosa(t) (3.12)
where Ftr;N;Ftr;T;Frot;N are given in Equations (3.6)-(3.7)-(3.8), respectively, and Ucp(t) is given in
Equation (3.10).
The total aerodynamic forces used for simulations throughout this dissertation are based
on Equations (3.11)-(3.12). Figure 3.7 shows the simulated aerodynamic forces for a typical wing

































p = [x, y, z]
Θ = [ψ, θ, ϕ]
ω
Figure 3.8: Body Dynamics Block Diagram
The body dynamics equations compute the evolution of the dynamics of the insect center
of mass and insect orientation with respect to an inertial frame. This evolution is the result of
the wings’ inertial forces, and the external forces, speciﬁcally aerodynamic forces, body damping
forces and the force of gravity. However, the mass of the wings is a small percentage of the insect’s
body mass and as they move almost symmetrically, their effect on insect body dynamics is likely to
cancel out within a single wingbeat. In fact, even if wing inertial forces are larger than aerodynamic
forces, nonholonomic rotations would be possible for frictionless robots with moving links (see
[52] Example 7.2) only if the links, in our case the wings, would ﬂap out of sync with each other,
an activity not observed in real insects. Thus, based on this observation, it seems safe to assume
that one can disregard inertial forces and simplify the evolution of insect dynamics to a single rigid
body under the effects of external forces. Nonetheless, a more detailed analysis to validate this
assumption would be beneﬁcial.36
As shown in [52], the equations for rigid body motion are subject to an external wrench
Fb = [f b;tb]T applied at the center of mass and speciﬁed with respect to the body coordinate frame.




















where m is the mass of the insect,I is the insect body inertia matrix relative to the center of mass, vb
is the velocity vector of the center of mass in body frame coordinates, and wb is the angular velocity
vector in the body frame. The values for the body and wing morphological parameters, such as
length and mass, used for the simulations in this dissertation are those of a typical blowﬂy.
The total force and torque vectors in the body frame are given by the sum of the three
external forces, ı.e. the aerodynamic forces, f b
a, the body damping forces, f b
d, and the gravity
forces, fb
g:
fb = f b
a + fb







The aerodynamic forces and torques relative to the insect center of mass, can be obtained
by a sequence of ﬁxed coordinate transformations, starting from lift and drag forces and wings
kinematics calculated by the aerodynamic module as follows:
fb








where the subscripts l;r stand for left and right wing, respectively, and p(t) is the position of the
center of pressure of the wing relative to the center of mass.
Since the lift and drag forces are calculated relative to the stroke plane frame, a coordinate
transformation is necessary before obtaining the forces and torques acting on the body frame. To




































Figure 3.9: Coordinate Systems: (a) Front View; (b) Lateral View; (c) T op View37
As seen from Figure 3.9, the ﬁxed (inertial) frame is identiﬁed by the axis (x;y;z). The
insect body frame is described by the coordinate system (x0;y0;z0) attached to the body center of
gravity and with x-axis oriented from tail to head, the y-axis from right wing hinge to left wing
hinge, and the z-axis from ventral to dorsal side of the abdomen. Since these are the axes of sym-
metry of the insect, the matrix of inertia is diagonal in the body frame. The stroke plane frame
is identiﬁed by the new axis (¯ x; ¯ y;¯ z), and is attached to the wing base. The stroke plane frame is
deﬁned as the plane to which the wing motion is approximately conﬁned during ﬂapping ﬂight.
Given the lift and drag generated by aerodynamics, together with the stroke angle, the





































where we used pw
l (t) = ˆ r2R(sinfl;cosfl;0) and pw
r (t) = ˆ r2R(sinfr;¡cosfr;0). To obtain the aero-























where Rcb is the rotation matrix of the body frame relative to the stroke plane, and pcb represents
the translation of the origin of the body frame from the stroke plane. This is a ﬁxed transformation
that depends only on the morphology of the insect or MFI.





























where R is the rotational matrix of the body frame relative to the spatial frame, and g is the gravita-
tional acceleration.38













where b is the viscous damping coefﬁcient. The reason for the linearity in the velocity of the drag
force is that the velocity of the insect is small relative to insect size, therefore viscous damping
prevails over quadratic inertial drag. Empirical evidence for a linear damping has been recently
observed by the author by analyzing the free ﬂight dynamics of fruit ﬂies. Analytical estimation
and experimental data of rotational damping of insects show that the resulting torques are negligible
relative to aerodynamic forces even during rapid body rotation and can therefore be neglected. Thus,
it can be concluded that insect body attitude dynamics behaves like an underdamped system [31].
A block diagram representation of insect dynamics is shown in Figure 3.8.
Numerical solutions of Equations (3.13) have been implemented using Euler’s angle rep-
resentation for the rotation matrix. In particular, we consider the new variables ˙ P = vp = Rvb and
ˆ wb = RT ˙ R.
For R 2 SO(3), we parametrize R by ZYX Euler’s angles with j, q, and y about x,y,z
axes respectively, and hence R = eˆ zyeˆ yqeˆ xj with x = [1 0 0]T, y = [1 0 0]T,z = [0 0 1]T and ˆ x; ˆ y;ˆ z 2
so(3). By differentiating R with respect to time, we have the state equations of the Euler angles,
Q = [j q y]T, which can be deﬁned as ˙ Q = Wwb. By deﬁning the state vector [P;Q] 2 R3 £R3
where P is the position of the center of mass with respect to the inertial frame, and Q are the euler
angles which we use to parametrize the rotation matrix R, we can rewrite the equations of motion
of a rigid body as:





where the body forces and torques are time-varying, nonlinear functions of the wing kinematics as
f b = fb(fi(t); ˙ fi(t);ai(t); ˙ ai(t))
tb = tb(fi(t); ˙ fi(t);ai(t); ˙ ai(t)) (3.19)
where i 2 fl;rg represents the left and right wing, respectively.
3.3.3 Actuators Dynamics
Each wing is moved by the thorax, a complex trapezoidal structure actuated by two piezo-
electric actuators at its base, as shown in Figure 3.10. A complete nonlinear model for the thorax,39
Figure 3.10: Wing-Thorax structure. Courtesy of [4].



























where f(˙ a) = 1
2m
0
w;2(˙ a)2, q2 is the leading edge ﬂapping angle from the four bar mechanism,
a = q1 ¡q2 is the phase difference between the four bar output angles, u1 and u2 are the control
input torques to the actuators, M and B are the inertia and damping matrices and are assumed to be
constant. However, parameters in K and T matrices include some slow time variable terms, and the
control inputs (u1;u2) are limited to 10µNm by physical constraints.
The relationship between the state variables in Equation (3.20) and the wing motion vari-
ables (stroke angle f, rotation angle j, see Figure 3.5) can be approximated as f = q2 and j = 2a.
Based on Equation (3.20), with a change of variables, neglecting the nonlinear components, we can
























where M0, B0, K0, and T0 are constant matrices calculated from the data provided in [4].
Equation (3.21) is a stable linear MIMO system and can also be written using a transfer
function representation in the frequency domain:
Y(jw) = G(jw)U(jw)40
where Y;U are the Fourier transformations of the output vector y = (f;j), and the input vector
u = (u1;u2), respectively. The electromechanical structure has been designed so that the input-
output frequency response of the system is almost decoupled at all frequencies, i.e. jG11(jw)j '
jG22(jw)j À jG12(jw)j ' jG21(jw)j;8w, where Gik represents the i¡k entry of the matrix G, and
w = 2pf. Moreover, the system has also been designed to achieve a quality factor Q = 3 at the
desired resonant frequency of f0 = 150Hz, i.e. jGii(j2pf0)j ' QjGii(0)j. A low quality factor Q
is necessary to easily control the wing trajectory even when the wingbeat frequency is the same as
the resonant frequency. In fact, large Qs would practically remove all higher order harmonics from
the input signals and the wing would simply oscillate along the same sinusoidal trajectory. A more
detailed exploration about these tradeoffs is considered in Example 4.2.2 in the next Chapter.
The model presented in this paragraph along with additional details can be found in [3]
and [4].
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we gave a brief overview of both the purpose and the challanges facing
the fabrication of MFIs. Taking our cues from real insects, we propose a hierarchical architecture
that divides the control unit into three main levels: the lowest level is designed to track a desired
wing trajectory, the middle level is designed to stabilize ﬂight modes in the event of external distur-
bances and the top level is designed to allow the insect to navigate in varying environments. The
hierarchical structure is meant to simplify the controller design process and to optimally blend both
a reactive control system that is necessary to compensate for external disturbances and a voluntary
control system necessary to navigate in the environment that would otherwise would conﬂict with
each other. Different sensors provide the necessary information for each level: at the low level, force
sensors are located at the wing base and are used for ﬁne tuning of trajectory tracking; at the middle
level ocelli and halteres to estimate quickly orientation and angular velocities necessary to com-
pensate for external disturbances; and at the top level are compound eyes used for ﬁne orientation
estimation, object avoidance and object tracking.
We also gave a mathematical model for two of the three aerodynamic mechanisms de-
scribed in the previous chapter: the delayed stall and the rotational lift. These are solely functions
of the instantaneous position and velocity of insect wings. These models will be used in simula-
tions of insect ﬂight in Chapter 5. A simple model for the wake capture is currently unavailable
outside of the numerical solutions of hydrodynamic equations, which can be performed only on su-41
percomputers. However, comparisons between simulations of our model with the experimental data
obtained from dynamically scaled wings show only small differences. Although these differences
are certainly non-negligible, they are unlikely to change the qualitative results obtained in Chapter
5.
The dynamics of the insect body is modeled on the dynamics of a rigid body subject
only to external forces: the gravity force, the wing aerodynamic forces, and the body viscous drag.
Although the inertial forces generated by the two wings are comparable in magnitude with aerody-
namic forces, they are unlikely to give rise to a change in the overall dynamics of the insect body
via non-holonomic effects as the wings move almost symmetrically and the inertial forces approxi-
mately cancel each other. Nonetheless, a rigorous validation of this argument should be considered
and it is left as future work.
Finally, a model of the MFI wing-thorax dynamics is included to give a more realistic
approximation of the insect dynamics. Electromechanical parameters of this structure, such as the
resonant frequency and quality factor, have been designed following biomimetic principles. In
Chapter 6, we will show how the particular choice of these parameters might be linked to a trade-off
between the aerodynamic efﬁciency and the responsiveness of body dynamics.42
Chapter 4
Averaging theory for high-frequency
non-afﬁne control systems
Averagingtheoryhasbecomeanimportanttoolinanalyzingunderactuatedsystemsdriven
by high frequency signals [13]. The reason for this is that in underactuated systems not all degrees
of freedom can be controlled directly and independently, since the number of inputs is smaller then
the number of degrees of freedom. However, in nonholonomic systems [73] [44], in particular in
controlled systems nonlinear in the inputs [11], it is possible to approximately control a number of
degrees of freedom that is larger than the number of input channels by appropriately exciting the
system with high-frequency input signals.
Averaging theory serves to quantify this approximation in terms of the dynamics of the
averaged system. Informally speaking, high-frequency control means that the period of the oscillat-
ing signal is much smaller than the time necessary for the system to change substantially. This is a
vague deﬁnition, but it is unavoidable since it is not possible to give a formal deﬁnition of bandwidth
for a generic nonlinear system. The reason for high-frequency control lies in the fact that the system
dynamics is much slower than the frequency of the signals. Thus, only mean signals determine the
evolution of the systems. A simple example is a light bulb. The light is generated by an oscillating
AC current at 60Hz. However the light intensity seems to be constant because the incandescent wire
inside the bulb cannot turn on and off as fast as the current and our eyes cannot capture changes in
environment that are faster than 25Hz. In fact, if one could measure accurately light intensity with
an oscilloscope, one would notice that the signal oscillates around a mean value with a frequency of
60Hz and an amplitude that is much smaller than the mean value.43
The purpose of this chapter is to give a rigorous understanding at a similar phenomenon,
and in particular high-frequency control for a class of underactuated control systems, based on
averaging theory. Particular attention is placed on giving an intuitive understanding of theorems, in
order to facilitate readers unfamiliar with averaging theory. Averaging theory and its applications
for control are vast, but a comprehensive theory is not yet available. Several results are available
for driftless afﬁne systems, i.e. systems of the form ˙ x = f(x)+å
m
i=1gi(x)ui where ui 2 R and
f(x) ´ 0, as shown in [72] [53] [44]. Recently, there has been considerable effort to extend some
of these results to afﬁne systems with drift, i.e. systems for which f(x) 6= 0. These systems are
much more difﬁcult to study in general terms and advances have been obtained only when systems
possess an underlying geometric structure as shown in [13] [46] [80]. Finally, averaging theory
and control have been applied to aquatic [79] [50] and anguilliform locomotion [58]. Averaging
and nonholonomic control theories deserve a longer discussion which is not within the scope of
this dissertation. The goal of this dissertation, and this chapter in particular, is to show that the
averaging theory is an intuitive approach to the analysis of dynamical systems, even though the tools
necessary are quite sophisticated. Flapping ﬂight will be analyzed only using the tools developed in
this chapter.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 gives a simple example to introduce
high-frequency systems and averaging theory. Section 4.2 introduces the fundamental theorem of
ﬁrst order averaging and extends it to controlled systems. Section 4.3 shows how averaging theory
can be applied to underactuated non-afﬁne control systems, and in particular how the approximating
systems can have a larger number of virtual independent control inputs. Finally, Section 4.4 extends
the previous theorems to systems in which actuators dynamics is included and shows the limiting
tradeoff between performance and efﬁciency.
4.1 A motivating example
Intuitively, everybody knows that in a low-pass linear system driven by a periodic input
only the mean value appears at the output, while the zero-mean component of the periodic input is
ﬁltered out if the frequency is much larger than the bandwidth of the system. In fact, let us consider
the linear system
˙ x = f(x;t) = ¡x+Asin(
2p
T
t) for t ¸ 0 (4.1)44











where f = tan¡1(2p








and the evolution of the associated averaged system:
˙ ¯ x = ¯ f(¯ x;t) = ¡¯ x (4.2)
whose solution is given by
¯ x(t) = e¡tx0:
If we compare the solution of the two systems we notice a few facts. The ﬁrst fact is that the
evolution of the averaged system (4.2) approximates the evolution of the exact system (4.1), since
we have


















and the approximation becomes more accurate as the period of the forcing signal decreases.
The second fact is that the solution of the original system (4.1) converges exponentially























The third fact is that the origin of the system (4.1) is not an equilibrium point, i.e. f(0;t) 6= 0, but
the origin of the averaged system (4.2) is exponentially stable.
These three facts are quite natural for linear systems driven by a periodic signal, but
fortunately they hold also for general nonlinear periodic non-autonomous systems ˙ x = f(x;t) under
some technical conditions.45
Before continuing, we need to show how high-frequency systems are related to averaging
theory. In particular, we are interested in studying the evolution of a system when the frequency is
increased. To this purpose, let us consider the general nonlinear system:
˙ x = f(x;t) (4.3)
where f(x;t) is T-periodic in its second argument, i.e. f(x;t +T) = f(x;t). The following change
of timescale t = Tt, which is equivalent to normalizing the dynamics of the system to the period of
the oscillating vector ﬁeld f(x;t), gives the following system:
dx
dt
= T f(x;Tt) = T ˜ f(x;t) (4.4)
where the vector ﬁeld ˜ f(x;t) is 1-periodic in its second argument. If x(t) is the solution of the
system (4.4), then the solution of the system (4.4) with the same initial condition is simply x( t
T ).
Since we assume that T is a ”small” parameter, high-frequency system belong to the more general
system considered in averaging theory:
˙ x = ef(t;x;e) (4.5)
where f(t;x;e) is T-periodic in t. It is important to note that the high frequency system of Equation
(4.4) looks like the system commonly presented in standard averaging theory given by Equation
(4.5) when the following points are taken into account: (1) the period T in system (4.4) plays the
role of e in system (4.5), (2) the period T system (4.5) is explicitly set to unity and (3) there is no
dependence on e in the vector ﬁeld f(x;t;e) of the system (4.5), (i.e. f(x;t;e) = f(x;t)).
The next section gives the main theorem of averaging theory and its application to high-
frequency systems.
4.2 First Order Averaging Theory
Theorem 4.2.1. Theorem of Averaging [37]
Let f(x;y;e) and its partial derivatives with respect to (x;e) up to the second order be
continuous and bounded for (t;x;e) 2 [0;¥)£D0 £[0;e0], for every compact set D0 ½ D, where
D 2 Rn is a domain. Suppose f is T-periodic in t for some T > 0, and e is a positive parameter. Let
x(t;e) and ¯ x(et) be the solution of the systems:
˙ x = ef(x;t;e) (4.6)
˙ ¯ x = e ¯ f(¯ x;e) (4.7)46





² If ¯ x(et) 2 D 8t 2 [0; b
e] and x(0;e)¡ ¯ x(0) = O(e), then there exists e¤ > 0 such that for all
0 < e < e¤, x(t;e) is deﬁned and




² If the origin x = 0 2 D is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the averaged system
(4.7), W ½ D is a compact subset of its region of attraction, ¯ x(0) 2 w, and x(0;e)¡ ¯ x(0) =
O(e), then there exists e¤ > 0 such that for all 0 < e < e¤, x(t;e) is deﬁned and
x(t;e)¡ ¯ x(et) = O(e) on [0;¥)
² If the origin x = 0 2 D is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the averaged system
(4.7), then there exist positive constants e¤ and k such that, for all 0 < e < e¤, the system
(4.6) has a unique, locally exponentially stable, T-periodic solution xT(t;e) with the property
jjxT(t;e)jj · ke.
² If the origin x = 0 2 D is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the averaged system
(4.7), and also an equilibrium point of the system (4.6), i.e. f(0;t;e) = 0 8(t;e), then the
origin is exponentially stable equilibrium point for the system (4.6)
Proof. Here we give only a sketch of the proof that can be found in Theorem 10.4 in Khalil’s
book [37], which shows that there exists a change of variables which rewrites the system (4.6) as
the averaged vector ﬁeld plus a periodic perturbation whose magnitude decreases linearly with the
parameter e. The change of variable is the following:
x = y+eu(t;y) (4.8)








By construction, the function u(t;y) is T-periodic in t and differentially continuous up to second
order in its arguments. Differentiating both sides with respect to t, and after some algebraic manip-
ulations the differential equation for variable y is given by:
˙ y = e ¯ f(y)+e2q(t;y;e)47
where the function q(t;y;e) is T-periodic in t, and ¯ f(y), q(t;y;e), and their ﬁrst partial derivatives
with respect to (y;e) are continuous and bounded on [0;¥)£D0 for sufﬁciently small e. All the
statements in the theorem hold for the trajectories y(t), as they directly follow from perturbation
theory (see Chapter 9-10 in [37]). By substituting the solution y(t) into Equation (4.8), all the
statements can be proven true for the variable x, also.
High-frequency systems can be reframed within the averaging theory setup as shown in
the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2.1. Let f(x; t
T ) and its partial derivatives with respect to (x;t) up to the second order be
continuous and bounded for (t;x) 2 [0;¥)£D0, for every compact set D0 ½ D, where D 2 Rn is a
domain. Suppose f(x;t) is 1-periodic in t. Let x(t;T) and ¯ x(t) be the solution of the systems:




˙ ¯ x = ¯ f(¯ x) (4.10)








² If ¯ x(t) 2 D 8t 2 [0;b] and x(0;T)¡ ¯ x(0) = O(e), then there exists T¤ > 0 such that for all
0 < T < T¤, x(t;T) is deﬁned and
x(t;T)¡ ¯ x(t) = O(1) on [0;b]
² If the origin x = 0 2 D is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the averaged system
(4.10), W ½ D is a compact subset of its region of attraction, ¯ x(0) 2 w, and x(0;T)¡ ¯ x(0) =
O(T), then there exists T¤ > 0 such that for all 0 < T < T¤, x(t;T) is deﬁned and
x(t;T)¡ ¯ x(t) = O(T) on [0;¥)
² If the origin x = 0 2 D is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the averaged system
(4.10), then there exist positive constants T¤ and k such that, for all 0 < T < T¤, the system
(4.9) has a unique, locally exponentially stable, T-periodic solution xT(t) with the property
jjxT(t)jj · kT.
² If the origin x = 0 2 D is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the averaged system
(4.10), and also an equilibrium point of the system (4.9), i.e. f(0;t) = 0 8t, then the origin is
exponentially stable equilibrium point for the system (4.9)48
Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 4.2.1 after the change of timescale t = t
T .
This theorem states that if the frequency f = 1
T of the vector ﬁeld is sufﬁciently high, then
the trajectory of the time-varying system (4.9) is approximated by the averaged system (4.10) and
the approximation improves as the frequency increases. Moreover, if the averaged system has an ex-
ponentially stable equilibrium point, then the original system converges exponentially to a periodic
limit cycle, whose magnitude decreases as the frequency increases. In some practical applications
the magnitude of this limit cycle can be extremely small to the extent that it is undistinguished from
the origin. This is the case of the light bulb mentioned at the beginning of this chapter: to human
eyes, powering a light bulb with a DC (continuous) current is undistinguishable from powering a
light bulb with a high frequency AC (periodic) current which gives the same mean power. The next
example shows an application of the previous lemma to a simple system:
Example 4.2.1.















Figure 4.1: The exact (solid) and averaged (dash-dot) solutions of Example 4.2.1
Consider the following dynamical system:










and the corresponding averaged system as deﬁned in Lemma 4.2.1:
˙ ¯ x = ¯ f(¯ x) = ¡¯ x49
The averaged system is exponentially stable and the averaged solution is simply ¯ x(t)=e¡tx0. Figure
4.1 clearly illustrates how the solution of the averaged system averages the exact solution and how
the exact solution converges to a periodic limit cycle. Also, the ﬁgure shows how the averaged
solution becomes closer to the exact solution as the frequency increases, and the magnitude of the
limit cycle decreases.
4.3 Averaging for non-afﬁne control systems
In this section we extend the theorem developed in the previous section to controlled
systems.
Theorem 4.3.1. Let us consider the controlled system:
˙ x = f(x;u) (4.11)
where f(x;u) and its partial derivatives with respect to (x;u) up to the second order are continuous,





where g(v;t) is 1-periodic in t, and is continuously differentiable up to the second order, where
v 2 Rp. Consider the new periodic controlled system:








and the averaged system





Finally, consider the feedback control:
v = h(x) (4.15)
where h and its derivatives up to second order are continuous. If the origin x=0 is an exponentially
stable equilibrium point of the averaged system ˙ ¯ x = ¯ fgh(x)
D = ¯ fg(x;h(x)), W½D is a compact subset
of its region of attraction, ¯ x(0) 2 W, and x(0;T)¡ ¯ x(0) = O(T), where x(t;T) is the solution of the
system given by Equations (4.13) and (4.15), then there exists T¤ > 0 such that for all 0 < T < T¤,
x(t;T) is deﬁned and
x(t;T)¡ ¯ x(t) = O(T) on [0;¥)50
Moreover, there exists a positive constant k such that, for all 0 < T < T¤, the system given by
Equations (4.13) and (4.15) has a unique, locally exponentially stable, T-periodic solution xT(t)
with the property jjxT(t)jj · kT.
Proof. The proof follows directly from Lemma 4.2.1 with f(x; t
T ) Ã fgh(x; t
T ) and ¯ f(x) Ã ¯ fgh(x).
This theorem might look a little obscure at ﬁrst. In fact, there are three main issues with
this approach.
1. The ﬁrst issue is that one needs to design g(v;t) appropriately to obtain a ”nice” structure for
the averaged vector ﬁeld ¯ fg(x;v). This is the most challenging part and we will come back
to it at the end of this section after illustrating the previous theorem with some clarifying
examples.
2. The second issue is associated with the computation of the averaged vector ﬁeld ¯ fg(x;v) =
R T
0 f(x;g(v;t))dt. This exact computation of the integral is possible only for simple systems,
but in general it is not so. As we will see, ﬂapping ﬂight belongs to this class.
3. The third issue is associated with the period T. The theorem gives only an ”existential” proof
of the critical period T¤ and the constant k for which the exact system can be approximated
by the averaged system. In principle one would like to choose a very small period T, but in
practice, the period T is constrained by technological limitations.
We will come back to all these problems at the end of this section, but for now we want to focus
on the advantages of this approach. As shown in the next examples, high-frequency control and
averaging are powerful tools to analyze and control a certain class of nonlinear systems.
The following example, for instance, shows how the approach can be applied to systems
that cannot be stabilized by a static feedback.
Example 4.3.1.
Consider the following dynamical system:
˙ x = f(x;u) = 2˙ u2¡1 (4.16)
where the input u is bounded, i.e. juj · U. This is the simplest model for the dynamics of insect
vertical velocity during hovering, where u is position of the stroke angle of both wings and the51
offset ¡1 plays the role of gravity, as will be shown in next chapter. We want to design a continuous
control feedback such that the origin of the system is exponentially stable. It is immediately evident
that this is not possible since the origin is not a feasible equilibrium point. Only u(t) = a0 § 1 p
2t
would make the origin an equilibrium point, but it does not satisfy the constraints on u. The best we
can do is to design a control feedback that approximately stabilizes the system close to the origin.








where the amplitude v is a new control parameter. The dynamics of the system becomes:










Let us consider the averaged system












The origin of the averaged system is an equilibrium point for v¤ = T
2p. We can now look for a
stabilizing feedback for the averaged system. The simplest approach is to linearize the averaged
system (4.17) about the equilibrium point (x¤;v¤) = (0; T
2p), which gives the following system:




Therefore if we choose




the origin of the averaged system is locally exponentially stable. By Theorem 4.3.1, we know that











converges to a T-periodic limit cycle whose magnitude is bounded by kT where k > 0. Figure 4.2
shows how the exact system (4.16) with feedback (4.18) converges to a periodic limit cycle near the
origin whose magnitude decreases as the period decreases. Note also that the magnitude of the input
decreases with the period due to the fact that it is the derivative of u that drives the system state x.
In the next example we show how a different choice of input parametrization u = g(v;t)
which still satisﬁes the assumptions of Theorem 4.3.1, gives rise to an improved approximation
bound at any given period T.52



































Figure 4.2: The exact solutions (left) and corresponding inputs (right) of Example 4.3.1 for different
periods T.
Example 4.3.2.
Consider the same dynamical system as above:
˙ x = f(x;u) = 2˙ u2¡1









T ¡1) t 2 [kT;kT +0:5T)
v(1¡4t¡0:5T
T ) t 2 [kT +0:5T;kT +T)
which is shown in Figure 4.3. The dynamical system becomes:






The system is now time independent, therefore the averaged system is the same. The origin can be
locally exponentially stabilized using the feedback law
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Figure 4.3: Sawtooth input with amplitude v.
so that the closed loop system becomes:
˙ x = (1¡x)2¡1
Figure 4.4 shows that for the particular choice of periodic feedback, the limit cycle xT(t) = 0 to
which the solution of the exact system converges is identically zero. This is of course a fortunate co-
incidence, but it indicates how different choices of the function g(v;t) can affect the approximation
for a given period T. This means that the value of the positive constant k that appears in jxT(t)j·kT
depends on the particular choice of the functions u = g(v;t) that we consider.
The next example illustrates how high frequency control can be used to virtually augment
the number of control inputs in non-afﬁne systems:
Example 4.3.3.
Consider the same dynamical system:
˙ x = u
˙ y = u3 (4.19)
This is an underactuated system since the number of inputs is smaller than the degrees of free-
dom. The origin of the system is an equilibrium point, but there is no continuous feedback law
u = u(x;y) that can exponentially stabilize it. This is because Brockett’s necessary condition on
smooth feedback stabilization [12] for a general continuously differentiable system ˙ x = f(x;u) with54
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Figure 4.4: The exact solutions (left) and corresponding inputs (right) of Example 4.3.2 for different
periods T.
f(0;0) = 0, requires that the mapping g : N £Rm ! Rn, where N is a neighborhood of the origin,
and g : (x;u) ! f(x;u) should contain an open set of the origin. In our case, the image of the map is
simply the curveV =f(x;y)jy=x3g which does not include an open set of the origin (x;y)=(0;0).
Consider now the following PWM-like periodic control




v1 t 2 [kT;kT +0:75T)
¡v2 t 2 [kT +0:75T;kT +T)
(4.20)
where(v1;v2)arenewcontrolparameters. Figure4.5givesagraphicalrepresentationoftheperiodic
control. Let us consider the averaged system:
˙ ¯ x = 0:75v1¡0:25v2
˙ ¯ y = 0:75v3
1¡0:25v3
2 (4.21)
obtained by substituting Equation (4.20) into the system (4.19), and then averaging over a period
T. The averaged system now has two inputs, and it is possible to show that the map f : (v1;v2) !
(V1;V2) deﬁned as follows:




is invertible, i.e. (v1;v2) = f¡1(V1;V2) exists. In fact, the set of nonlinear Equations (4.22)-(4.23)
can be solved by substituting v2 = 3v1 ¡4V1 from Equation (4.22) into Equation (4.23) and then55
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Figure 4.5: PWM input with varying amplitudes and duty-cycle r = 0:75 .
ﬁnding the zeros of the third order algebraic equation in v1. Since there is at least one real zero, the
map f can be inverted. Although it is not possible to ﬁnd a closed solution for the real zero, the zero
can be found easily with numerical algorithms. If we substitute the inverse map into the averaged
system 4.21, we obtain:
˙ ¯ x = V1
˙ ¯ y = V2 (4.24)
This means that the two degrees of freedom of the averaged system can be controlled independently.
Therefore, an exponentially stabilizing feedback law (V1;V2) = h(x;y) for the averaged system is
given by:
V1 = ¡¯ x
V2 = ¡¯ y (4.25)











u = u(t;v1;v2) Equation (4:20)
(v1;v2) = f¡1(V1;V2) Equations (4:22)¡(4:23)
(V1;V2) = h(x;y) Equation (4:25)
(4.26)56































T=0.1  T=1 
Figure 4.6: Stabilization to origin of Example 4.3.3 for different periods T (top) and corresponding
control input u (bottom). The thick solid lines in top plots correspond to the solution of the averaged
system, and the thin solid lines correspond to the exact solution.
Clearly, the origin is exponentially stable and the exact solution gets closer to the solution of the
averaged system as the period T decreases.
The fact that the two degrees of the averaged system are decoupled means that the aver-
agedsystemcantrackanydesiredtrajectory(x¤(t);y¤(t)). Fromthetheoremofaveraging, itfollows
that the original system would exponentially converge to a trajectory that is close to the desired one,
and the error becomes smaller as the period decreases. For example, consider the tracking of a
ﬁgure-eight curve in the (x;y)-plane, given by (x¤(t);y¤(t)) = (sin(2pt);sin(4pt)). The closed loop
system for tracking this curve is the same as the system (4.26) where the last equation is substituted
with the following:
V1 = ¡(¯ x¡sin(2pt))
V2 = ¡(¯ y¡sin(4pt)) (4.27)
Figure 4.7 illustrates the exact solution of original system for different time periods. It is evident
how the approximation improves as the period decreases. Also note how the oscillations around
the desired trajectory are greater when the tangent to the desired curve is negative. This is because
it is not possible to generate a vector ﬁeld with that orientation. In fact, the closed loop system57
approximates that direction by zigzagging so that the mean vector ﬁeld has negative direction over
the course of a period.













Figure 4.7: Tracking of ﬁgure-eight trajectory of Example 4.3.3 for different periods T.
The previous examples showed how high-frequency control can help design effective con-
trol law for systems which do not possess equilibrium points or cannot be stabilized via continuous
feedback laws. Let us now go back to the three issues mentioned before:
1. Inthepreviousexamplesweshowedthatagoodchoiceoftheinputparametrizationu=g(v;t)
leads to an averaged system which is simpler to control. However, we did not show how
to design such a parametrization g(v;t), given a general nonlinear system in the form ˙ x =
f(x;u). The synthesis of ”good” input parametrization u = g(v;t) is in general a formidable
problem and very few results are available. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter,
many researchers have tried to consider speciﬁc classes of nonlinear systems, and have given
constructive algorithms to design the function g(v;t). This has been done for driftless afﬁne
systems [73], and recently for a certain class of nonholonomic systems with drift [13] [46]
[80]. Unfortunately, ﬂapping ﬂight cannot be reformulated within those frameworks. We will
instead resort to biomimetic principles, i.e. we will design input parametrization based on
observations of real ﬂying insects. As we will show in the next chapter, these parametrizations58
give rise to a simpler control problem.
2. In the examples above the averaged vector ﬁeld could be computed explicitly, however in
practical applications this is not possible. In general, one can compute the averaged vector
ﬁeld ¯ f(x;v) for an instantiation of the parameter vector v. It is therefore necessary to ﬁnd an
estimate ˆ f(x;v) of the true mean vector ﬁeld ¯ f(x;v), based on a ﬁnite number of observations
fvn; ¯ f(x;vn)gN
n=1. Even this problem is not easy in general. However, in the speciﬁc case of
ﬂapping ﬂight, the computation of the mean vector ﬁeld reduces to the estimation of the mean
aerodynamic forces and torques over the course of a wingbeat. These forces and torques turn
out to be well approximated by a linear relationship with the parameter vector v. The fact that
the dependence is almost linear allows the use of simple least square algorithms to estimate
¯ f(x;v).
3. Finally, the choice of the period T is mainly dictated by technological constraints. Whether
its value is sufﬁciently small is case-dependent and should be considered in advance. In the
speciﬁc case of ﬂapping ﬂight, the wingbeat period of ﬂying insects is small enough so that
the theory developed in this chapter can be applied safely.
4.4 Averaging for multi-timescale systems
In the previous section, we assumed that we had perfect control over the input u in the
system ˙ x = ff(x;u). However, in many practical applications the control u cannot be controlled
directly, but it is the output of another dynamical system, i.e. ˙ u = fs(u;v), where v is the control
input. For example, this is the case for mechanical systems where we have strong authority only
over few mechanical parts. Consider, in fact, the case of a robotic ﬂying insect. Initially, to simplify
the controller design, we can assume that we can directly control the trajectory of the wings, but in
reality they have their own dynamics that is controlled indirectly through the actuators. Therefore,
in reality we have the following system:
˙ x = ff(x;u) (4.28)
˙ u = fs(u;v) (4.29)
Intuitively, if the dynamics of the wings is much faster than the dynamics of the insect body and
we can track any desired wing trajectory, then it appears as if we can directly control the wing
trajectories. This is illustrated in Figure 4.8 where there are two separated systems: one with fast59
dynamics and one with slow dynamics. Initially, we assume that the input to the slow system, u, can
be controlled directly and we search for a feedback control law u = h(x) that can stabilize the state
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Figure 4.8: Block diagram for the two time-scale dynamical system. (Top) Disconnected modeling.
(Bottom) Real interconnected system.
fast system that can track any desired trajectory u¤ that belongs to the image of u¤ 2U = fu j u =
h(x)g. If we connect the two systems as in the bottom block diagram in Figure 4.8, then the overall
system should be able to track the desired state x¤ even if u cannot be controlled directly. In this
section we give a formal proof of this controller design approach based on a two timescale system,
which can be considered as an extension of singular perturbation methods that can be found in [38]
and [37].
Consider the following system:
˙ x = f(x;y)
e˙ y = Ay+v
v = g(t;u)
u = h(x) (4.30)
where A is Hurwitz1, g(t;u) is T-periodic in t. The state y corresponds to the dynamics of the
controlled mechanical part. The parameter e is related to the ratio of the timescale between the two
1A matrix A is called Hurwitz if all its eigenvalues have negative real part.60
systems. In fact, as explained at the beginning of this chapter, the parameter e can be eliminated by
re-scaling the time as t = t
e in the ﬁrst equation in system (4.30). Therefore, the smaller e is, the
faster the dynamics of the state z relative to the state x is. The system model written in this form
highlights a very important aspect of the two-timescale system driven by periodic input. In fact, in
many mechanical systems, the function f(x;z) is given, but the matrix Az and the functions g and h
can be designed. Therefore, the dynamics of the state z can be made as fast as desired. However,
there is a price to pay; in fact, the magnitude of the input v = 1
eg(t
e;h(x)) to the fast system must
increase as e decreases, which can be technologically difﬁcult to achieve. We will explore this
problem in the examples after we state the main theorems. The following theorem and lemma give
a formal proof of the intuitive idea of decoupling two interconnected systems which have different
timescales and designing two controllers separately.
The next theorem for autonomous systems is a preliminary theorem that will be extended
for high-frequency perturbed singular systems.
Theorem 4.4.1. Consider the perturbed system:
˙ x = f(x;y) (4.31)
e˙ y = Ayy+ep(x;y) (4.32)




¶x(0;0) are Hurwitz. Then there exists a positive constant e¤ such that, for 0 < e < e¤, the
system above has a unique equilibrium point (x¤;y¤) = O(e) and it is locally exponentially stable.
Moreover, if p(0;0) = 0, then (x¤;y¤) = (0;0) for all 0 < e < e¤.
Proof. The proof for this theorem is a little tedious and it is moved to the Appendix at the end of
this chapter.
The previous theorem can be extended to periodic non-autonomous systems:
Theorem 4.4.2. Consider the perturbed system:
˙ x = f(x;z) (4.33)
e˙ z = Azz+g(x;t) (4.34)






hT(x;t +T) = hT(x;t)
Assume also that the functions f;g;h and their partial derivatives up to the second order are con-
tinuous for all
(t;x;z;e) 2 [0;¥)£Br1 £Br2 £[0;e0]
where Br(x)
D =fxjjjxjj·rg, and that origin of the system ˙ x= ¯ fT(x) is a locally exponentially stable







Then there exist positive constants e¤, T¤, and k such that, for all 0 < e < e¤, and for all 0 <
T < T¤, the system (4.33)-(4.34) has a unique, locally exponentially stable, T-periodic solution
(xT;e(t);zT;e(t)) function of T and e, with the property
jjxT;e(t)jj · k(e+T)
jjzT;e(t)¡hT;e(0;t)jj · k(e+T):












Proof. The function hT(x;t) is the steady state solution of Equation 4.32, when x is assumed to be
constant. Theexistence, uniquenessandT-periodicityofhT(x;t)isawellknownfactofperiodically
forced linear systems. Let us consider now the following change of variable y = z¡hT(x;t). After
multiplying both sides by e and differentiating, we get:















Substituting this equation into Equations 4.33 and 4.34, we get:
˙ x = ef(x;hT(x;t)+y) = e ˜ f(x;y;t) (4.35)
e˙ y = Azy+e
¶he
¶x
(x;t)f(x;hT(x;t)+y) = Azy+ep(x;y;t) (4.36)62
where the functions ˜ f(x;y;t) and p(x;y;t) are T-periodic in t. Now consider the averaged system:
˙ ¯ x = ¯ f(¯ x; ¯ y) (4.37)































dx (0) = Ax is Hurwitz. The averaged system (4.37)-(4.38) satisﬁes the
conditions of Theorem 4.4.1; therefore, the averaged system has a unique exponentially stable equi-
librium point (¯ x¤
e; ¯ y¤
e) with the properties jj¯ x¤
ejj· k1e and jj¯ y¤
ejj· k1e for all 0 < e < e¤, where e¤ is a
positive constant. Since the equilibrium point of the averaged system is exponentially stable, then,
by Theorem 4.2.1, there exist positive constants T¤(e) and k2 such that, for all 0 < T < T¤(e), the
system (4.33)-(4.34) has a unique, locally exponentially stable, T-periodic solution (xT;e(t);zT;e(t))
with the property jjxT;e(t)¡x¤
ejj·k2T and jjzT;e(t)¡hT(xT;e(t);t)¡y¤
ejj·k2T. Moreover, we have:
jjxT;e(t)jj · jjxT;e(t)¡x¤
ejj+jjx¤






· k2T +LjjxT;e(t)jj+k1e · (1+L)(k1e+k2T)
Setting k=(1+L)max(k1;k2) proves the second part of the theorem. If in addition ¯ p(0;0)=0, then
jjx¤
ejj=jjy¤
ejj=0, therefore the inequalities reduce to jjxT;e(t)jj·kT and jjzT;e(t)¡hT;e(0;t)jj·kT,
which concludes the proof.
The following lemma extends the previous theorem to systems in which the input to the
fast system is parameterized.
Lemma 4.4.1. Consider the following controlled system:
˙ x = f(x;z) (4.39)
e˙ z = Azz+g(v;t) (4.40)63
where Az is a Hurwitz matrix, g is T-periodic int, and the functions f;g and their partial derivatives












If there exists a feedback law v = l(x), such that the origin of the system ˙ ¯ x = ¯ f(x;l(x)) is exponen-
tially stable, then there exist positive constants e¤, T¤ and k such that, for all 0 < e < e¤ and for all
0 < T < T¤ the system (4.39)-(4.40) has a unique, locally exponentially stable, T-periodic solution
(xT;e(t);zT;e(t)) with the property jjxT;e(t)jj · k(e+T) and jjzT;e(t)¡hT(l(0);t)jj · k(e+T). If in












then jjxT;e(t)jj · kT and jjzT;e(t)¡hT(l(0);t)jj · kT.
Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 4.4.2, by substituting the feedback law v(x) into
system (4.39)-(4.40).
Remark Note that a sufﬁcient condition for the existence of a exponentially stabilizing law v =







(0;0)u = Axl +Bv
is stabilizable. In fact, if (A;B) is stabilizable, then there exist linear feedback laws v = Kx that
stabilize the origin. This is an important fact for two reasons: the ﬁrst reason is that it is possible to
use standard linear system theory tools to design the matrixK, and the second reason is that it is easy
to implement physically the feedback v=Kx. As we will see in next chapter, the averaged dynamics
of ﬂapping ﬂight possess this controllability property, thus making the design of controllers much
simpler.
The following examples illustrate some of the most important aspects of the theorems and
lemma given above and show how to design controllers for systems with input.
Example 4.4.1.64








































Figure 4.9: Solutions of state x for closed loop feedback of Example 4.4.1 for different value of
parameter e and T. The different traces correspond to System (4.42) (exact), System (4.43) (small
e), System (4.44) (small T), and System (4.45) (small e;T).
Consider the dynamical system:
˙ x = f(x;z) = 2z2¡1











where v is a control parameter. Our goal is to ﬁnd a function v = l(x) that stabilizes the origin of the
slow system x. As shown in Example 4.3.1, the origin is not an equilibrium point for the system,
therefore the best we can hope for is ﬁnding a feedback law v = l(x) that exponentially stabilizes
the origin x of the averaged system. Let us assume at ﬁrst that v is constant. Then the steady state
solution h(v;t) of the fast dynamics ˙ z = ¡z+vsin( t






























T=0.3,  ε=0.05 T=0.3,  ε=0.2
v 
v 
Figure 4.10: Inputv for closed loop feedback corresponding to Figure 4.9
where f = tan¡1( e






f(x;h(v;t))dt = v2 T2
e2+T2 ¡1
As shown in Example 4.3.1 a locally stabilizing control law for the origin is





so that the closed loop system becomes:
˙ x = 2z2¡1











Figure 4.9 shows some simulations of the closed loop system for different values of T
and e. From Figure 4.9 it is clear that the parameter e affects the responsiveness of the closed loop
behavior; a small value of e increases the ratio between the timescales of the slow and fast dynamics,
so that the slow system behaves closely to








The period T of the forcing function affects the accuracy of approximation between the exact system
and the averaged system, i.e. for small values T the system behaves closely to
˙ x = ¯ f(x;y) = (1¡x)2+2y2¡1
˙ y = ¡
1
e




where y = z¡hT(l(x);t) and the functions ¯ f and ¯ p are deﬁned in Theorem 4.4.2.
If both T and e are very small then the system behaves as:
˙ x = f(x;hT(l(x);t)) = (1¡x)2¡1



















Figure 4.10 shows the input signal v corresponding to the simulations of Figure 4.9. Clearly, both
parameters have the effect of requiring a larger amplitude, thus evidencing a tradeoff between accu-
racy and responsiveness of overall system versus input magnitude and frequency limitations.
In the next example we consider a slightly different system that does not strictly belong
to the class of systems considered, but which still presents a separation of timescales. This system,
being an archetype for many mechanical systems driven by actuators, plays an important role in
many practical applications, including the wings-thorax dynamics considered in the next Chapter.
Example 4.4.2.
Consider the following system:
˙ x = f(x;z;˙ z) = 2˙ z2¡1
m¨ z = ¡b˙ z¡kz+v
where x is the variable we want to control, and it is driven indirectly by a simple second order
mechanical system z. The goal is to design a control input v = v(x;z;t), such that the variable x
can be stabilized, at least approximately, around the origin. This is a typical case for a mechanical
system, where mass and damping are in general ﬁxed, but the stiffness of the structure can be
chosen.67



























Figure 4.11: Magnitude of transfer function of a general second order system
As shown in the previous examples, the variable x cannot be stabilized to any point x¤,
therefore we resort to a high-frequency signal control input:
v(u;t) = usin(wt)
The steady state solution hw(u;t) of the position of the mechanical system is:
hw(u;t) = Ausin(wt +f)
whereA=A(w;m;b;k)andf=f(w;m;b;k)arethemagnitudeandthephaseofthetransferfunction
T(s) = 1
ms2+bs+k, i.e. A(w) = jT(jw)j and f = \T(jw). Assuming as usual that the dynamics of
the variable z is much faster than the dynamics of the variable x, we can consider the approximation
z ' hw(u;t), which leads to the following approximate dynamics for the variable x:
˙ x = 2w2A2u2cos2(wt +f)¡1
By choosing the following control feedback u = l(x) = 1
wA(1¡x) the dynamics of the system be-
comes:
˙ x = 2(1¡x)2cos2(wt +f)¡168




































Q=2  Q=8 
Figure 4.12: Close loop system of Example 4.4.2 for different values of the quality factor Q. State
x (top). Input v (bottom).





Now we want to explore how the parameters m;b;k;w affect the dynamics of the variable x. Let us






where K = 1
m is the static gain, w0 =
q
k
m is the resonant frequency, and Q =
p
mk
b is the quality
factor. Figure 4.11 show the magnitude A as a function of the parameters Q;w0;K.
From a technological point of view it is desirable to keep the magnitude of input v as
small as possible, since this means we can use smaller actuators. This is equivalent to making the
magnitude of the transfer function A as large as possible. A natural approach is to design the system
that is driven by a signal close to the resonant frequency w0, i.e. w=w0, and to choose a large value




. Let us consider












































Figure 4.13: Close loop system of Example 4.4.2 for different values of the resonant frequency w0.
State x (top). Input v (bottom).
for different values of Q. Figure 4.12 shows that a larger quality factor requires a smaller magnitude
for the control input v, but the convergence to the steady state of the variable x is slower. This is
because the dynamics of the mechanical system becomes slower as Q increases. In fact, the poles

















where the approximation holds for Q > 2, tc =
2Q
w0 is the time constant associated with the expo-
nential decay of the mechanical system, and T = 2p
w0 is the period of the resonant frequency, i.e. the
modes of the mechanical system are e
¡ t
tc sin(2p
T ) and e
¡ t
tc cos(2p
T ). It is clear that a larger value of
Q corresponds to a longer settling time.
If we keep the quality factor Q constant and we vary the resonant frequency w0, then the
overall system is more responsive since tc decreases, and the magnitude of the limit cycle decreases
since T decreases. However, the magnitude of the control input increases, as shown in Figure 4.13.
Let us now explore the change in dynamics when one of the physical parameters of the mechanical
systems is changed. In general, it is hard to modify the viscous damping b, therefore we focus
only on the stiffness k and the mass m. Suppose ﬁrst that the mass is constant and we vary the
stiffness. Figure 4.14 shows how a larger k decreases the magnitude of the ripple in the variable70
































k=10  k=40 
Figure 4.14: Close loop system of Example 4.4.2 for different values of the stiffness k. State x (top).
Input v (bottom).
x, while the responsiveness and the magnitude of the input v are constant. This can be understood
by observing that the time constant of the decay tc =
2Q
w0 = 2m
b remains constant, the time period
of the frequency T = 2p
w0 = 2p
pm
k decreases, and the ampliﬁcation M of the input v = Musin(w0t)




b is constant. Suppose ﬁrst that the stiffness is constant and we vary
the mass. Figure 4.15 shows how a larger m increases the magnitude of the ripple in the variable
x, reduces the responsiveness of x, but also reduces magnitude of the input v. As above, this can
be understood by observing that the time constant of the decay tc =
2Q
w0 = 2m
b increases, the time
period of the frequency T = 2p
pm
k increases, and the ampliﬁcation of the input v given by M = m
b
increases. Table 4.4 summarizes the affect of the mechanical parameters on the dynamics of the
system. Clearly, it highlights the main tradeoffs of each parameter. In fact, requiring a better



















Table 4.1: Variations of dynamical parameters versus mechanical parameter of second order me-
chanical system. The variations are to be intended to be proportional to values in the table entries.71
































m=1  m=4 
Figure 4.15: Close loop system of Example 4.4.2 for different values of the mass m. State x (top).
Input v (bottom).
performance on one of the performance metrics necessarily leads to a worse performance for some
others. Therefore, the optimal choice of mechanical parameters is dictated by the speciﬁc dynamical
system and the constraints in the design.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented the mathematical tools necessary to analyze insect ﬂight and
to design ﬂight controllers. These tools are based on averaging theory, which approximates periodic
time-varying vector ﬁelds with their averages. We showed that if the period of the vector ﬁeld is
sufﬁciently small, the trajectories of systems remain close to the trajectories obtained considering
the average of the vector ﬁeld over a period. Besides, if the averaged system is exponentially sta-
ble then the original system converges to a periodic limit cycle which is close to the equilibrium
point of the averaged system. The ﬁrst original contribution of this chapter is to extend this fact to
controlled systems using high-frequency control feedback (Theorem 4.3.1). This approach requires
the design of a T-periodic time-varying feedback u = g(v;t), where v is a parameter vector corre-
sponding to virtual inputs. The major advantage is that for some particular systems in which the
input u appears in a non-afﬁne form, and with an appropriate function g(v;t), the averaged system72
¯ ˙ x = ¯ fg(x;v) = 1
T
R T
0 f(x;g(v;t))dt can have a larger number of independent inputs than the origi-
nal system ˙ x = f(x;u), as shown in Example 4.3.3. Therefore, this kind of control is particularly
suitable for underactuated control systems. The major problem with this approach is that it is in
general difﬁcult to know how many independent virtual inputs can be obtained by using periodic
feedback, and there is no constructive way to design the function g(v;t). Moreover, different peri-
odic functions g1(v;t) and g2(v;t) can lead to the same averaged system, i.e. ¯ fg1(x;v)= ¯ fg2(x;v), but
the approximation between the original system and the averaged system can differ substantially, as
shown in Examples 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. These are fundamental problems and considerable current re-
search goes into addressing them by using differential geometry and averaging as mentioned in the
introduction of this dissertation. Particular attention has been given to sinusoidal control feedback
of the kind u(t) = å
n
i=1visin(wit +fi) [73] [53] [80], since it is amenable to systematic analysis.
However, it cannot be applied applied to systems that are not in afﬁne form, i.e. that are not in
the form ˙ x = f0(x)+å
n
i=1gi(x)ui. Although it always possible to transform a non-afﬁne system
˙ x = f(x;u) into an afﬁne system by adding integrators to the input, i.e. u = y and ˙ y = v, so that the
system becomes
















This extended system always has a drift, i.e. f0(x) 6= 0, which makes its analysis much harder. This
is the case for insect ﬂight. As will be shown in the next chapter, the problem of designing the
function g(v;t) for insect ﬂight will be solved using biomimetic principles, i.e. mimicking periodic
trajectories as observed in real ﬂying insects.
In the second part of this chapter, we considered systems for which the control input
u cannot be controlled directly, but it is the output of another dynamical system, described by
Equations (4.28)-(4.29). We showed that if the dynamics of the system (4.29) is linear, stable,
and sufﬁciently faster than the system (4.28), then one can simply study the two systems separately
as if they were disconnected. It is sufﬁcient to ﬁnd the steady state solution of the fast system as a
function of the input parameters hT(v;t) and then substitute it into the slow system so that it appears
as if the slow system can be controlled directly through the input v, i.e. ˙ x= f(x;hT(v;t))= ˜ f(x;v;t).
This approach considerably simpliﬁes the design of controllers.
It is important to note that all the theorems presented are existential, i.e. they only guaran-
tee that if the system is sufﬁciently fast and the forcing period is sufﬁciently small, then the original
system is stable, but they do not give a quantitative measure of the actual values. Proofs are based
on Lyapunov theory, which is a worst case analysis, therefore a quantitative estimation of the values73
would be overconservative. In practice, as a rule of thumb, the averaging theory can be applied to
systems for which the frequency of the forcing is at least 3¡5 times larger than the bandwidth of
the slow system, and separation of timescales can be applied to systems for which the bandwidth of
the fast system is 3¡5 times larger than the bandwidth of the slow system, as shown in Examples
4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
4.6 Appendix
Theorem 4.6.1. Implicit Function Theorem
Assume that f : Rn £Rm ! Rn is continuously differentiable at each point (x;y) of an
open set S ½ Rn £Rm. Let (x0;y0) be a point in S for which f(x0;y0) = 0 and for which the
Jacobian matrix
¶f
¶x(x0;y0) is nonsingular. Then there exists a neighborhoods U ½ Rn of x0 and
neighborhoodsV ½Rm of y0 such that for each y2V the equation f(x;y)=0 has a unique solution
x 2 U. Moreover, the solution can be given as x = g(y), where g is continuously differentiable at
y = y0.
Proof. The proof can be found in any advanced calculus textbook such as [2].
Proof of Theorem 4.4.1
Proof. Let us consider the function h(z;e)= h((x;y);e)
D =(f(x;y);Ayy+ep(x;y)), where z =(x;y).
Clearly, for e 6= 0, the equilibria of system given by Equations (4.31) and (4.32) are the same as the





























Since Ax and Ay are Hurwitz matrices, then also ¶h
¶z(0;0) is Hurwitz, and therefore nonsingular. By
the implicit function theorem, we have that, for all e, h(z;e) = 0 has a unique solution, and there
exists a function z¤(e) such that z¤(0) = 0, dz¤
de (0) exists, and h(z¤(e);e) = 0. As a consequence,
there exists a positive e¤, such that jjz¤jj < ke, and thus jjx¤jj < ke and jjy¤jj < ke for all 0 < e < e¤.
Note that if p(0;0) = 0, then the origin of the system is an equilibrium point for all e. Therefore, by
uniqueness of solution, (x¤;y¤) = (0;0), for all 0 < e < e¤. This proves the ﬁrst part of the theorem.
Consider the following change of variables ˜ x = x¡x¤ and ˜ y = y¡y¤, to get the system:
˙ ˜ x = ef(˜ x+x¤; ˜ y+y¤) (4.47)
˙ ˜ y = Ay˜ y+Ayy¤+ep(˜ x+x¤; ˜ y+y¤) (4.48)74
By construction, the origin of this system is an equilibrium point. We now want to show that it is
locally exponentially stable using Lyapunov arguments. Let the candidate Lyapunov function
V(˜ x; ˜ y)
D = ˜ xTPx˜ x+ ˜ yTPy˜ y
where Px and Py are positive deﬁnite matrices that solve the following Lyapunov equations PxAx+
AT
x Px = ¡I and PyAy +AT
y Py = ¡I. The matrices Px and Py exist since the matrices Ax and Ay
are Hurwitz. In preparation to prove that the candidate Lyapunov function is indeed a Lyapunov
function, let us note the following estimates in the neighborhood of the origin, for jj˜ xjj · r and
jj˜ yjj · r:












jjp(˜ x+x¤; ˜ y+y¤)¡ p(x¤;y¤)jj · L3(jj˜ xjj+jj˜ yjj)
jjPx˜ xjj · L4jj˜ xjj
jjPy˜ yjj · L5jj˜ yjj
¡jjyjj2+eajjyjjjjxjj · ¡1
2jjyjj2+e2a2jjxjj2
where f(e) is a continuous strictly positive monotonic function with the property f(0) = 0. The
existence of the function f is guaranteed by the continuity of the functions
¶f
¶x(x¤;y¤), x¤ = x¤(e)
and y¤ = y¤(e), and the fact Ax =
¶f
¶x(0;0). Then the derivative of the Lyapunov candidate function
V along the trajectories of system (4.47)-(4.48) is given by:
˙ V = e[˜ xTPyf(˜ x+x¤; ˜ y+y¤)+ f T(˜ x+x¤; ˜ y+y¤)Py˜ x]+ ˜ yT(PyAy+AT
y Py)˜ y+
+e[˜ yTPyp(˜ x+x¤; ˜ y+y¤)+ pT(˜ x+x¤; ˜ y+y¤)Py˜ y]+y¤T(PyAy+AT








y Py)˜ y+2eL3L5jj˜ yjj(jj˜ xjj+jj˜ yjj)


















where L6 = (4rL1L4+2L2L4+2L3L5)2, and we used the fact (jj˜ xjj+jj˜ yjj) · 2r. The last inequality
is true for all 0 < e < e¤, jj˜ xjj · r¤ and jj˜ yjj · r¤, for some e¤ and r¤ sufﬁciently small. This proves
that the equilibrium point (x¤;y¤) for system (4.31)-(4.32) is locally exponentially stable.76
Chapter 5
Attitude Control Design for MFIs
In this chapter we show how ﬂapping ﬂight belongs to the class of systems studied in the
previous chapter, and we apply the techniques developed there in order to understand ﬂapping ﬂight
dynamics and to design ﬂight controllers.
As shown in Chapter 3, the insect dynamics can be written as:
¨ Q = (IW)¡1[tb
a(t)¡W ˙ Q£IW ˙ Q¡I ˙ W ˙ Q]








where the vector Q=[j q y]T represents the ZYX Euler angles,W =W(Q) is transformation matrix
from Euler angular velocity, ˙ Q, to body angular velocity, wb, i.e. ˙ wb =W ˙ Q, I is the insect moment
of inertia relative to the body frame, p is the position of the insect center of mass relative to the ﬁxed
frame, c is the linear damping coefﬁcient, and R(Q)=eˆ zyeˆ yqeˆ xj is the rotation matrix. The matrices




















where cf ´ cosf and sf ´ sinf. An excellent account of kinematics and dynamics of rigid bodies
can be found in [83].
The wrench due to the aerodynamic forces is a nonlinear function of the position and
velocity of the wing stroke angle, f, and the angle of attack, a, of both wings, i.e.
fb
a(t) = fb
a(fr; ˙ fr;ar; ˙ ar;fl; ˙ fl;al; ˙ al)
tb
a(t) = tb
a(fr; ˙ fr;ar; ˙ ar;fl; ˙ fl;al; ˙ al) (5.3)77
where the subscripts r;l stand for right and left wing, respectively. A mathematical model for these
forces is given in Section 3.1.1.
ThedynamicsoftheinsectobtainedbycombiningEquations(5.1)and(5.3)canbewritten
in compact form as follows:
˙ x = f(x;u) = s(x)+S(x)w(u; ˙ u) (5.4)








where x = (p; ˙ p;Q; ˙ Q) is the state vector, u = (fr;ar;fl;al) is the control vector, w is the wrench,
and s(x) and S(x) are appropriate functions. The goal of this chapter is to design control laws
u = u(x;t), and then generate a desired trajectory or ﬂight maneuver x¤(t).
Let us focus on the stabilization of hovering ﬂight, i.e. stabilization about the origin of
the system x¤(t) = 0. We will see that stabilization of different ﬂight modes can be synthesized
using the same methodology developed for hovering. First of all it is clear that the origin x = 0
is not an equilibrium point for the system (5.4)-(5.5), i.e. there is no input u¤(t) such that s(0)+
S(0)w(u¤(t); ˙ u¤(t)) = 0. This is because the wings need to ﬂap back and forth to generate sufﬁcient
lift to balance the insect weight, thus making the insect body position, represented by x, oscillate.
Therefore, there is no hope in ﬁnding a control feedback u = u(x;t) that will stabilize the insect
about the origin. The best that we can hope for is to ﬁnd a feasible trajectory that is close to the
hovering condition, i.e. x¤(t) and u¤(t) such that ˙ x¤(t) = s(x¤(t))+S(x¤(t))w(u¤(t)) for all t, and
jjx¤(t)jjissmall, andthenlinearizethesystemaboutthetrajectory(x¤(t);u¤(t))togetatimevarying
linear system ˙ ˜ x=A(t)˜ x+B(t)˜ u, where ˜ x=x¡x¤(t) and ˜ u=u¡u¤(t). Besides being difﬁcult to ﬁnd
the pair (x¤(t);u¤(t)), the time-varying linear system is not any easier to stabilize about its origin
than the exact system. We will tackle this problem differently.
As described in Chapter 2, ﬂying insects require several wingbeats to complete a full
maneuver such as a saccade, which means that the period of the wingbeat is smaller then the dy-
namics of the body. This observation suggests that averaging techniques such as those developed
in the previous chapter are likely to be effective. Therefore we will look for periodic feedback laws
u=g(x;t) such that the origin of the averaged system is exponentially stable. If this is possible, then
the original system will be stabilized about a periodic trajectory xT(t) that is close to the hovering
ﬂight mode (see Theorem 4.3.1). As explained in the previous chapter the “goodness” of the ap-
proximation between the exact system and the averaged system depends on how large the frequency
of the wingbeat is relative to the bandwidth of dynamics of the body. Indeed, we will show that78
in ﬂapping ﬂight the magnitude of the periodic trajectory jjxT(t)jj is practically undistinguishable
from the origin, i.e. jjxT(t)jj ' 0.
Themajordifﬁcultywiththisapproachresidesinﬁndingthefunctiong(x;t). Asexplained
in the previous chapter, this is in general a difﬁcult task and few tools are available to synthesize the
function g(x;t) starting from the structure of the system ˙ x = f(x;u). Moreover, in insect ﬂight the
aerodynamic forces and torques given by Equations (5.3) are complex functions of the position and
velocity of the wings, which limit even further the use of analytical tools. We will solve the problem
of synthesizing g(x;t) by adopting biomimetic principles. In particular, we will ﬁrst parameterize
the trajectories of the wings according to a family of periodic functions that depend afﬁnely on
the parameters, i.e. u = g(v;t) = g0(t)+G(t)v, where the vector g0(t) and the matrix G(t) are T-
periodic. This parametrization is chosen such that the wings trajectories mimic some of the wing
kinematics observed in biological insects during ﬂight. Then, we will estimate the mean vector
ﬁeld ¯ f(x;v) = 1
T
R T
0 f(x;g(v;t))dt based on simulations, and ﬁnally we will design a feedback law
v = l(x) so that the origin of the mean vector ﬁeld ¯ f(x;v) is exponentially stable. The critical step
in this approach is the ﬁrst one; as we will see, if the parametrization is chosen correctly, the design
of the feedback law can be obtained using standard control theory tools for autonomous systems.
Besides, once the mean vector ﬁeld ¯ f(x;v) is known, the design of other ﬂight modes such as
cruising or steering, follows analogously.
The second part of this chapter will explore a simpler mechanical wing-thorax structure in
which only the stroke angle f can be controlled, while the angle of attack a is kept constant at 45o
during both downstroke and upstroke and goes though a passive rotation at the inversion of motion.
Moreover, the wing actuators are driven by a PWM control input, where the duty cycle, the ampli-
tude, and the offset are changed on a wingbeat-by-wingbeat basis. This simpler electromechanical
design is motivated by the fact that it is technologically easier to fabricate than a two-degree of
freedom wing with analog feedback. We will show how this simpler design can still guarantee
controllability of insect ﬂight, thus making it viable alternative solution to the full two-degree of
freedom wing with analog control of actuators.
5.1 Wing Kinematic Parametrization
In this section we describe how the wing trajectories u(t) are parameterized according to
biomimetic principles and how to compute the mean vector ﬁeld.
The vector ﬁeld for the insect dynamics given by Equations (5.4)-(5.5) has a particular79
structure such that the averaged system for any input parametrization u = g(v;t) is given by:


















w(g(v;t); ˙ g(v;t))dt (5.7)
Therefore, it is sufﬁcient to calculate the mean wrench over a wingbeat ¯ w as a function of the wing
trajectory parameters v, and then by substituting it into Equations (5.1), ﬁnd the mean vector ﬁeld
¯ f(x;v).
As described in Section 2.4 in Chapter 2, biological insects control aerodynamic torques
and forces by modulating the kinematics of the wings, so that a small set of wing kinematics might
be sufﬁcient to generate all possible ﬂight maneuvers. Among others, three main wing kinematic
mechanisms adopted by insects seem to be particularly important for ﬂight control purposes: tim-
ing of rotation, stroke angle offset and stroke angle amplitude. There is a strong evidence that if
these parameters can be controlled independently, then it is possible to control the torque and force
generation during ﬂapping [77]. For example, a large (small) stroke angle amplitude would gener-
ate a large (small) lift. A positive (negative) stroke angle offset results in a nose-up (down) pitch
torque. An advanced (delayed) timing of rotation at the end of the downstroke produces a backward
(forward) thrust. Most real insects ﬂap their wings along a symmetric trajectory with a stroke angle
amplitude of around 120o and mean angle of attack of 45o on both downstroke and upstroke [27].
However, during saccades and other maneuvers, they modify their wing trajectory by changing the
kinematic parameters described above. Based on these biologically inspired arguments, the problem
of ﬁnding a good parametrization of wing trajectory to control the body dynamics reduces to param-
eterizing the wing trajectory in such a way to be able toindependently control the three biokinematic
parameters described above, i.e. timing of rotation, stroke angle offset and stroke angle amplitude.
We will show how the biokinematic parameters map linearly to the mean torques and forces, and
thus simplify the design of ﬂight controllers.
The wing trajectory during a wingbeat is described using the stroke angle, f and the
rotation angle j. The rotation angle is deﬁned as the angle between the vertical plane and the wing
proﬁle (see Figure 5.1). It corresponds to the complement of the angle of attack a, i.e. j = 90o¡a.






















































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.1: Deﬁnition of wing kinematic parameters: ( left) 3D view of left wing, (center) side view
of wing perpendicular to wing axis of rotation~ r, (right) top view of insect stroke plane
angles as follow:
f(t;u) = gf(t)+ggg(t)+rgr(t) (5.8)
j(t;u) = gj(t)+bgb(t) (5.9)
where the functions gi(t) are T-periodic functions, i.e. gi(t+T)=gi(t). These functions are chosen
based on the considerations above. In particular, gj(t) and gf(t) generate a symmetric motion with
maximum lift production, gg(t) modiﬁes only the stroke angle amplitude, gb(t) modiﬁes only the
timing of rotation of the angle of attack at the end of the downstroke, and gr(t) modiﬁes only the



























which are deﬁned on the interval t 2 [0;T) and extended by periodicity so that gi(t +T) = gi(t).
A graphical representation is shown in Figure 5.2. This choice of the wing parametrization is not
unique and it is the result of a sensible guess based on biomimetic principles. In fact, even if the
parametrization given by Equations (5.10)-(5.13) might seem obscure at ﬁrst sight, it gives rise to
wing trajectories that mimic some of the trajectories observed in real insect. In fact, a positive
























Figure 5.2: Wing kinematic parameterizing functions: gf(t) (solid), gj(t) (dashed), gg(t) = gb(t)
(dashed-dotted).
for b results in a delayed (advanced) timing of rotation at the end of the downstroke; a positive
(negative) value of r shifts forward (backward) the offset of the stroke angle. If this parametrization
above is mirrored for both wings, the wings kinematics u = (fr;fl;jr;jl) can be written more
compactly in terms of the kinematic parameters v = (gr;gl;br;bl;rr;rl) as follows:






















gg 0 0 0 gr 0
0 gg 0 0 0 gr
0 0 gb 0 0 0






where g0(t) and G(t) are a T-periodic vector and matrix, respectively, whose entries are deﬁned in
Equations (5.10)-(5.13).
It is now possible to study the effect of the chosen parametrization on the mean wrench.
In fact, if we substitute Equation (5.14) into Equation (5.7), we obtain a static map ¯ w : R6 ! R6












This is a nonlinear map and cannot be computed analytically since the aerodynamic force and torque
are complex functions of the wings angles and velocities (see Section 3.1.1). However, one can look82
at its linearization at the origin of the wing parameters:
¯ w(v) = w0+Wv+d(v) (5.16)
where w0
D = w(0) 2 R6, W
D = ¶w
¶v(0) 2 R6£6, and jjd(v)jj = o(jjvjj) is the approximation error. Al-
though, it is not possible to linearize analytically Equation (5.16) to obtain w0 and W explicitly,
one can try to estimate it. In fact, it is possible to randomly select different values for the param-
eter vector v, then substitute them into the parametrization given by Equation (5.14), and ﬁnally
compute the mean wrench ¯ w = ( ¯ fb
a;¯ tb
a) via simulations. The approximating w0 and W can then be
found by rewriting Equation (5.16) as a least square (LS) problem where (w0;W) are the unknowns.
Simulations are performed based on the aerodynamic model described in Section 3.1.1, and on the
morphological body parameters, such as wing length and position of the center of mass, of a typical






































0 0 0:1f0 0:1f0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0:15f0 0:15f0 0 0 0 0
0:05t0 ¡0:05t0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0:01t0 ¡0:01t0 0:05t0 0:05t0


















¶v jv=0, f0 =mg, t0 =mgR. The parameters m, g and R are the insect
mass, the gravity constant and wing length, respectively. The zeros entries correspond to estimated
values that were negligible relative to the largest entries in same row. This approximation is quite
accurate for values of the kinematic parameters smaller then unity, jjvjj¥ · 11. Figure 5.3 shows
the predicted mean wrench ˆ w(v)
D = w0 +Wv versus the exact mean wrench ¯ w(v) obtained from
simulations for 200 random values of the wing parameter vector v in the unit box, i.e. jjvjj¥ · 1.
The sparse structure of the matrix W is a consequence of the “good” parameterization
based on the biological insights described at the beginning of this section and in Section 2.4. In fact,
as expected, any component of the wrench depends additively or differentially on two parameters,
depending if the wings are moving symmetrically or anti-symmetrically. Note that along the z-
component the symmetrical wing motion, equivalent of setting v = 0 in Equation (5.14), generates
a vertical lift sufﬁcient to balance the insect body weight. The magnitude of the coefﬁcients in
the map are considerable: in fact the insect can generate forward or vertical thrust on the order of
0:2¡0:4mg, and angular torques of order 0:1¡0:2mRg, where R is the length of the wing. Only




















































Figure 5.3: Simulations of exact mean wrench ¯ w (y-axes) versus the predicted mean wrench ˆ w
(x-axes) given by map (5.17).
the lateral component of the wrench cannot be controlled, as one would expect since aerodynamic
forces are almost perpendicular to the y-axis of the body frame.
Fromthemapitisalsoclearthatthethreemeantorquesandtheverticalandforwardthrust
can be controlled independently by choosing appropriately the values for the six wings parameters
v. Equivalently, this means that there exists a matrix T 2 R6£5, such that the transformation v = T ˜ v
where ˜ v = (˜ v1; ˜ v2; ˜ v3; ˜ v4; ˜ v5) gives:











































Therefore, the wing kinematic parametrization chosen allows independent control of ﬁve degrees of
freedom, as suggested by many biologists (see Section 2.4).
Now that we have an expression for the mean wrench as a function of the kinematic
parameters, we can easily design a feedback controller to make the origin of the averaged dynamics84
of the insect exponentially stable. This is done in the next section.
5.2 Control design for Hovering and Cruising ﬂight Modes
Hovering
Following the guidelines described in the previous chapter, we can now look for a stabiliz-
ing controller for hovering by designing a feedback law v = l(x) such that the origin of the averaged
system (5.6) is exponentially stable. Consider the averaged system:
¨ ¯ Q = (WI)¡1[¯ tb
a(v)¡W ˙ ¯ Q£IW ˙ ¯ Q¡I ˙ W ˙ ¯ Q]






R ¯ f b
a(v) (5.19)
whichisobtainedbysubstitutingthemeanwrenchgivenbyEquation(5.17)intotheinsectdynamics
Equations (5.1). The origin of the system is an equilibrium point for v = 0. We linearize the system
about the origin to get:
¨ ¯ Q = I¡1Wtv
















where we used the assumption that f0 = mg, Wt and Wf are deﬁned in Equation (5.17), and Q =


















0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I










































where I 2 R3£3 is the identity matrix. This linear system is unstable but controllable, and therefore
there exists a linear feedback law:
v = l(x) = Khx (5.22)
that stabilizes the system, where x = ( ¯ Q; ˙ ¯ Q;p; ˙ p). The matrix Kh can be found using standard tech-
niques such as pole placement or linear quadratic regulation (LQR). For more details we refer the
reader to [16]. Therefore using the following T-periodic feedback control85














































Figure 5.4: Hovering stabilization: Position (top). Euler angles (bottom)
u = u(Khx;t) = g0(t)+G(t)Khx = g0(t)+ ˜ Gh(t)x (5.23)
where g0(t) and G(t) are given by Equations (5.14), and g0(t) and ˜ G(t) are T-periodic, the averaged
system is locally exponentially stable. Therefore by Theorem 4.3.1, the original system exponen-
tially converges to a periodic limit cycle xT(t). Figure 5.4 and 5.5 show the stabilization of hovering
using the feedback law (5.23), where the matrix K has been designed using LQR. The weights in the
LQR design have been chosen to take into consideration input saturation and system bandwidth. See
[16] for additional details. In particular, the kinematic parameters v are voluntarily limited to unity
, i.e. jjvjj¥ · 1, to avoid excitation of nonlinearities, while the bandwidth of the closed loop system
must be smaller than the frequency of the wingbeat to apply averaging arguments as explained in
the previous chapter.
As predicted by the averaging theory, the dynamics for hovering stabilization exponen-
tially converges to a periodic limit cycle. This can be clearly seen in the oscillation of pitch velocity
displayed in center-right plot in Figure 5.5 which does not converge to zero. However, the mag-
nitude of the oscillations of the body angles of the insect are so small that they are undetectable
from a practical point of view; in fact, only the pitch angle exhibits an oscillatory behavior, but the
amplitude of the ripple is smaller then 1o (barely noticeable in center-left plot in Figure 5.5).86
































































Figure 5.5: Hovering stabilization: detail of Euler angles (left), and corresponding angular velocities
(right).
Cruising
We can follow the same methodology as given above to design controllers for cruising,
i.e. to design a controller that stabilizes the trajectory ˙ p = v¤ where v¤ is the desired velocity.
First we need to ﬁnd a body conﬁguration that makes the trajectory feasible. The choice is not
unique since the ﬂapping ﬂight allows independent control of torques and vertical and forward
thrust, as explained in the previous section. In general real insects pitch their body such that the
meanforceproductionbalancestheinsectweightandthedampingforce. Thereforewewillconsider
the conﬁguration depicted in Figure 5.6. Without loss of generality we assume that the yaw angle
is zero, i.e. the insect heading has the same direction as the desired velocity, so that the desired
velocity can be written as v¤ = (v¤
x;0;v¤














Therefore the conﬁguration x = (Q0; ˙ Q0; ˙ p) = ((0;q0;0);(0;0;0);(v¤
x;0;v¤
z)) and ¯ w(0) = ( ¯ tb
a; ¯ fb
a) =

























Figure 5.6: Cruising Conﬁguration












































































where we deﬁned v = ˙ p. Once again, this linear system is unstable but controllable, therefore there
exists a linear feedback law:
v = l(x) = Kcx (5.25)
which stabilizes the linearized averaged system, where x = (Q¡Q0; ˙ Q;v¡v¤). Following the same
reasoning as above, the following periodic feedback control:
u = u(Kcx;t) = g0(t)+G(t)Kcx = g0(t)+ ˜ Gc(t)x (5.26)
stabilizes the insect motion to a straight trajectory with constant velocity.
Steering
Designing feedback laws that generate steering behaviors can be done along the same
lines as the design of stabilizing feedback laws for hovering and cruising. We start by considering88
the (nonlinear) averaged system 5.19, we look for a feasible trajectory, then we linearize the system
about that trajectory, and ﬁnally we design a stabilizing feedback law v = Ksx for the linearized
system. Thesubstitutionofthefeedbacklawintotheinputcontrolu=u(Ksx;t)=g0(t)+G(t)Ksx=
g0(t)+ ˜ Gs(t)x gives rise to the desired controller for the original system.
Steering can be obtained through different maneuvers. For example, steering behaviors
can be obtained by yawing while hovering, i.e. steering on the spot, or by performing a banking
maneuver while translating, i.e. the insect orientation is rolled on the side of the desired steering.
The banked steering would generate a lateral acceleration, that combined with the forward motion
of the insect, would give rise to a saccade, much in the same way as airplanes. Both these two
maneuvers are feasible for the averaged system; therefore, it is not difﬁcult to stabilize the dynamics
for these maneuvers. Other acrobatic maneuvers can be conceived to generate steering, such as the
combination of a half killer loop together with a 180o roll rotation, but their analysis goes beyond
the scope of this dissertation.
5.3 Wing Trajectory Tracking and Actuator control
The previous section described how to design wing trajectories that can generate desired
mean forces and torque during a wingbeat period. However, the wing trajectory cannot be con-
trolled directly, and appropriate input voltages to the thorax actuators must be devised to track the
desired wing trajectory. As described in Section 3.3.3, the dynamics of the thorax-wing structure
can be approximated as a stable two-degree of freedom second order linear system. Given a de-
sired wing trajectory (f¤(t);j¤(t)), we can calculate the corresponding steady-state input voltages
(V¤
1 (t);V¤


























where T0;M0;B0;K0 2 R2£2 are constant matrices, and V1;V2 are the input voltages to the wing




2) be the input voltages for the two wings, and u = (fr;fl;jr;jl),





















where the matrices M;B;K depend on T0;M0;B0;K0, and the dynamics is stable and controllable.
Therefore, the total dynamics of the insect is given by Equations (5.1), (5.3) and (5.28). Following89
the notation of Section 4.4, the dynamics of the insect given by Equations (5.1) corresponds to the
slow dynamics, while the dynamics of the actuators given by Equation (5.28) corresponds to the
fast dynamics.
In the previous section, we assumed that wings would follow the desired trajectories pa-
rameterized as:
u(v;t) = g0(t)+G(t)v (5.29)
where g(t) and G(t) are deﬁned in Equation (5.14). If we substitute Equation (5.29) into Equation
(5.28) we formally obtain:
V(v;t) = q(t)+Q(t)v (5.30)
q(t) = M¨ g(t)+B˙ g(t)+Kg(t)
Q(t) = M ¨ G(t)+B ˙ G(t)+KG(t)
where q(t) and Q(t) are a T-periodic vector and matrix, respectively. Following the notation of
Lemma 4.4.1 in Chapter 4, we have that for g(v;t) = q(t)+Q(t)v the corresponding steady state
solution of the fast system (5.28) is u=hT(v;t)=g(t)+G(t)v, since
dhT(v;t)
dt =q(t)+Q(t)v. By con-




is exactly the same as given by Equations (5.17) and (5.1). Therefore, by Lemma 4.4.1, if we choose
the same feedback laws v = Kx obtained as described in Section 5.2, the insect dynamics including
the actuators dynamics will be stabilized about the desired conﬁguration or trajectory if the band-
width of the actuators is sufﬁciently larger than the bandwidth of the insect closed loop dynamics.
For example, if we want to stabilize hovering, we can use v = l(x) = Khx where the gain Kh is the
same gain given by Equation (5.22), so that the overall control feedback is:
V =V(Kx;t) = q(t)+Q(t)Khx = q(t)+ ˜ Q(t)x (5.31)
where q(t) and ˜ Q(t) = Q(t)Kh are T-periodic continuous functions.
It is very important to remark is that the above equation is the simplest feedback law
possible, since it is a periodic afﬁne feedback of the state, and does not require the computation of
complex nonlinear functions. It is also very important to note that when designing the matrix Kh,
the bandwidth of the linearized closed loop dynamics of the hovering ˙ x = ¯ f(x;Khx) must be chosen
to be smaller than the bandwidth of the actuators, otherwise the assumption of separation of time
scale is likely to fail and give rise to an unstable system. This last requirement can be enforced by
appropriately choosing the weights for the LQR design of the feedback matrix gain Kh.90
5.4 1-d.o.f. wing with PWM actuator control
In the previous section we considered a wing-thorax structure which allowed the direct
control of two degrees of freedom: the stroke angle f and the rotation angle j. Moreover, we as-
sumed that the voltage input could be controlled analogously, i.e. we did not impose any constraints
on functions h(t) and H(t) besides input and rate limitations. Although these speciﬁcs are feasi-
ble for the target design of the MFI, we want to explore alternative structures that can simplify the
overall design of the MFI from an electromechanical perspective.
First, we will consider a rigid wing where only the leading edge is actuated, and the
trailing edge is free to rotate. When the leading edge is actuated to perform an oscillatory trajectory,
the wing undergoes a passive rotation at the inversion of motion of the leading edge due to inertial
and aerodynamic forces. If the wing mass is sufﬁciently small, the aerodynamic forces will tilt the
wing such that the angle of attack could be much smaller than 45o. Therefore, if the wing angle of
attack is mechanically limited to 45o, the wing will have a mean angle of attack of approximately
45o for most of the time, except at the inversion of motion. In order to simplify the analysis we
assume that this rotation is instantaneous and the angle of attack is always set to 45o. Although this
is a crude approximation, we believethat the qualitativeresults obtained while usingthis assumption
will not be disrupted even when a more realistic model is adopted.
Second, we will consider only a pulse width modulation (PWM) scheme for the input
voltage to the wing actuator, where only voltage offset, the voltage magnitude, and duty cycle can
be controlled. This scheme is particularly suitable from a power electronic perspective, since it is
easier to build and more compact than a fully analogical input voltage control. In order to simplify
the analysis, we model the wing-thorax structure as a second order linear model.
In the next two subsections we show how controllability is still preserved and it is possible
to design stabilizing feedback control laws in the same spirit as in the previous sections. In partic-
ular, in the next subsection we show how two wings with one active degree of freedom and passive
rotation can still control independently 5 degrees of freedom. In the following subsection, we in-
clude the dynamics of the actuators driven by a PWM voltage input and show that controllability is
preserved, once again.
5.4.1 Saw-tooth wing motion
Asmentionedabove, weassumethatwingrotationisinstantaneousatthewing’sinversion
of motion thus maintaining the same angle of attack during upstroke and downstroke, i.e. a(t) =91
































Figure 5.7: Wing kinematics during two wingbeat periods: ( top) stroke angle, (bottom) rotation
angle
45o. Also we assume that the wings move at constant angular velocity during the upstroke and the
downstroke, i.e. the stroke angle f(t) moves according to a sawtooth-like motion as shown in Figure


















+gA0 rT <t · T
y(t) = 45o sign(rT ¡t) 0 ·t · T
(5.32)
where sign(x) = x
jxj, T is the wingbeat period, A0 is the stroke amplitude range, k is a tunable
parameter that controls the stroke amplitude, r is the ratio of downstroke duration to total wingbeat
period, andgistherelativestrokeangleoffset. Weassumethatthewingbeatperiod, T,andthestroke
amplitude range, A0, are ﬁxed, while the three dimensionless parameters (k;r;g) can be changed
on a wingbeat-by-wingbeat basis. The angle of attack is ﬁxed at 45o, because it is the angle that
generates maximum vertical thrust.
To further simplify the mathematical analysis, we consider only the delayed stall aerody-







where C = 3:5 is the delayed stall force coefﬁcient, a is the angle of attack, Aw is the total wing
area, ra is the air density, ˆ r2 is the normalized center of pressure, and R is the wing length. The lift92










2R2˙ f2 = A ˙ f2 (5.35)
where we used the fact a = 45o, and the fact that the drag force is always in the opposite direction
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r cosfr
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where u = (fl;fr) is the input vector. We assume that the stroke plane frame and the body frame
coincide, i.e. the aerodynamic forces and torque acting on the center of mass are given by the
equations above.
Following the notation developed in the previous chapter, the input vector u = (fl;fr)
is parameterized as u = g(v;t), where v = (rl;rr;kl;kr;gl;gr) is the kinematic parameter vector
or simply virtual input, and the function g(v;t) is given by Equation (5.32). The aerodynamic
forces and torques are thus periodic functions parameterized by v, i.e. f b
a = fb





a(t;v) obtained by substituting Equations (5.32) into Equations (5.36)-(5.37).









0 tb(t)dt, that can be computed analytically after some









































































where sinc(x) = sinx
x . The equations above can be linearized about the symmetric wing motions






























































¡af0 ¡af0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 f0 f0 0 0
0 0 ¡at0 at0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ¡at0 ¡at0





































where a = sinc(A0
4 ), f0 =
32AA2
0




To further simplify results, consider the following input parameter:
w1 = ¡sinc(A0
4 )[(rl ¡ 1
2)+(rr ¡ 1
2)]









































Note that the mean stroke amplitude A0 and wingbeat period T can be chosen to exactly balance the
gravity force mg, i.e. f0 = mg. The linearized wrench clearly shows how the kinematic parameters
can be combined to control independently all the forces and torques about the insect center of mass,
except for the force component along the y-direction of the body frame. In particular, a difference
in amplitude in the two wings would result in a net roll torque and the increase in amplitude of
both wings would result in a larger vertical thrust. A difference in speed between downstroke and
upstroke on both wings simultaneously leads to a net forward thrust, while a difference in speed94
between the two wings leads to a net yaw torque. Finally, an analogous change in the offset of stroke
motion on both wings gives rise to a net pitch torque. Equation (5.42) can be thought as a linear map
B 2 R5£6 from the wing kinematic parameters, n = (rl;kl;gl;rr;kr;gr), to the virtual control inputs
w = (w1;w2;w3;w4;w5), i.e. w = Bn. Although the map B is not invertible since it is not a square
matrix, it is always possible to ﬁnd a linear map B† 2 R6£5 such that, for any vector w the vector
n = B†w and satisﬁes w = BB†w, i.e. BB† = I5£5. One natural choice is to use the pseudoinverse
of the matrix B, i.e. B† = (BTB)¡1BT. It is clear that the wing kinematic parametrization chosen in
Equations (5.32) is sufﬁcient to move the insect in any direction, since it is possible to synthesize
feedbacklawsbasedontheparametervectorvandthemapgivenbyEquation(5.40)inthesameway
as explained in the previous sections, where we just need to substitute the map given by Equation
(5.17) with map given by Equation (5.40).
5.4.2 Attitude stabilization with PWM actuator control
A simpliﬁed model of the actuator-thorax-wing system is considered here. As shown in
[70], the piezoelectric actuator can be seen as a pure force generator with a parallel stiffness, where
the output force is proportional to the input voltage V(t). The thorax, which basically consists of a
4-bar mechanism, is deployed to transform the force/linear displacement at the tip of the actuator
into torque/angular displacement at the base of the wing, as explained in Section 3.3.3. The wing
will contribute to the dynamics with its rotary inertia and its aerodynamic damping. In order to
elicit the principal features of ﬂapping ﬂight, a simpliﬁed electromechanical model will be used. A
detailed model for a 2 degree of freedom (d.o.f.) thorax-wing can be found in [4], while here only
1 d.o.f. will be considered, as the one sketched in Figure 5.8, where the rotation along the wing
axis is passive, i.e. the trailing edge of the wing simply follows the leading edge (see Figure 5.1).
With reference to Figure 5.8, the thorax transmission will be modelled as a static linear relation,
i.e. nonlinearities at high ﬁelds will be neglected, and the aerodynamic damping will be considered
as a linear function of the wing speed, although a more faithful model should consider a quadratic
dependence on the wing speed as suggested by Equation (5.33). In [70] is shown how to relate
geometrical and physical characteristics of the actuator-thorax-wing system to the parameters that
characterize a second order system, i.e. DC gain K, resonant frequency w0, and quality factor Q.
The actual values for these parameters have been chosen based on those experimentally observed
in blowﬂies, the target size of the MFI [82]. In fact, the actuator stiffness is tuned with wing inertia







Figure 5.8: Actuator, 4-bar, wing system.
quality factor is typically Q = 3, as shown in [70] [4].
Let V(t), f(t) and ˙ f(t) be respectively the input voltage, the output wing displacement
and the output wing speed and V, F, and ˙ F be their Laplace transforms. The dynamics of the













































In a previous section, forces and torque were derived after parameterizing wing kinematics with
input parameters (k;r;g). Here the motion of the wings is determined by the wing-thorax elec-
tromechanical system driven by a piezoelectric actuator. A piezoelectric actuator is capable of
transforming an input voltage into an output mechanical displacement. Its parasitic capacitance
mainly affects the efﬁciency of such a conversion [14]. Due to energy/size constraints [70], a binary
input voltage (§Va), i.e. a switching stage, with possibly a voltage offset Vof f will be employed.
It is important to limit the number of switches per cycle because each switch leads to unavoidable
losses [14], and, for this reason, only square waves with variable duty cycle will be considered.
Therefore, a PWM will be employed and the input parameters will be related to the input voltage
V(t), i.e. its amplitudeVa, its offsetVof f and its duty cycle d, as follows:
V(t) =Vasign(dT ¡t)+Vof f 0 ·t · T (5.47)
where T = 2p
w0. In order to simplify the notation we rewrite the equation above as follows:
V(t) =V0(1+n)sign(dT ¡t)+V0d 0 ·t · T (5.48)96
g(v;t) h(v;t) ˙ h(v;t)





pn jF(n jw0)j 4
w0sin(pdn)
pn jF(n jw0)j
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2
Table 5.1: Fourier coefﬁcients for v(t), f(t), and ˙ f(t).
where the voltage amplitudeV0 is constant, and the new parameters (n;d;d) play the role of (k;r;g)
in the previous section. Let us deﬁne the input parameter vector v
D = (n;d;d). For each choice
of the the input parameter vector, the input voltages to the wing actuators V(t) = g(v;t), given by
Equation (5.48) are T-periodic functions. Since system (5.45) is a linear stable system, then the
steady state solution to the input voltage V(t) = g(v;t) is a periodic T-periodic function fv(t) =
hT(v;t) parameterized by the parameter vector v. The function hT(v;t), which is the steady state
solution of system (5.45) subject to periodic input (5.48), can be obtained using Fourier series. A






where w0 is the input frequency, aDC is the DC component of w(t), an (generally a complex number)
is the Fourier coefﬁcient, and janj and \an represent its modulus and phase, respectively. The output
y(t) of a linear system with transfer function F(s) in the Laplace domain subject to a periodic input






Therefore the steady state solution h(v;t) and its derivative ˙ h(v;t) can be written in Fourier series
analogous to Equation (5.49), whose coefﬁcients are given in Table 5.1, as follows:







jF(n jw0)jcos(nw0t ¡pdn+\F(jnw0)) (5.51)
where F is the transfer function given by Equation (5.46).
Following the same notation as in Lemma 4.4.1, with a little abuse of notation we re-
deﬁne the input parameter vector v
D = (dl;dr;nl;nr;dl;dr) for both wings, the input voltage vec-
tor as V = (Vl;Vr) = g(v;t) given by Equation (5.48), and the corresponding steady state solution
uh(t) = (fl;fr) = h(v;t) given by Equation (5.51), where the subscripts l;r stand for left and right
wing, respectively. Then we compute the mean vector ﬁeld of the insect dynamics corresponding to97
the steady state solution uh = hT(v;t). This is equivalent to computing the mean wrench obtained
by substituting the steady state solution uh = h(v;t) into Equations (5.36)-(5.37), and then taking
the average as in Equations (5.38)-(5.39). Unfortunately, it is not possible to derive a closed form
solution for the average wrench ¯ w(v) = ( ¯ fb
a(v);¯ tb
a(v)) or for its linearization. Therefore, we will
resort to an empirical linearization similarly to that adopted in the map given by Equation (5.17);
we generate a random set of parameter vectors fvng centered about the linearization input vec-
tor v0 = (1
2; 1
2;0;0;0;0) and we compute the corresponding mean wrench f ¯ w(vn)g via simulations.
Then we look for a ﬁrst order approximation map ˆ w(v) = w0 +W(v¡v0), where the vector w0
and the matrix W are derived via least squares (LS) applied to the set of empirically derived pairs
fvn; ¯ w(vn)g. The empirical map obtained by choosing target parameters for the MFI, i.e. reso-
nant frequency w0 = 2p150 rad=sec, quality factor Q = 3, and voltage amplitude V0 necessary to
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where f0 = mg, and t0 = mgˆ r2R, and the zero entries correspond to estimated values that are much
smaller than the values of the largest entries in the same row. The random set for the LS is obtained
by uniformly selecting random parameters in the set jjv¡v0jj¥ · 0:2 to avoid nonlinearities or
unfeasible wing trajectories. The validity of a linear approximation of the mean wrench is illustrated
in Figure 5.9 where the predicted mean wrench ˆ w (x-axes) given by map (5.52) is compared with the
exactmeanwrenchobtainedviasimulationsbyrandomlyselecting200pointsinthesetjjv¡v0jj¥ ·
0:2.
The map given by Equation (5.52) is very similar to the map given by Equation (5.43),
but there are important differences. The most important is that the mean force along the x-direction,
¯ fx, and the mean yaw torque, ¯ tz, are controllable in both maps by changing the duty cycle r or d
appropriately, but the coefﬁcients in map (5.52) are almost an order of magnitude smaller, since the
coefﬁcient a in map (5.43) is typically around a ' 0:9. Therefore, from a practical point of view, it
is much harder to generate large forces along the x-direction or large yaw moments. This is the price








































Figure 5.9: Simulations of exact mean wrench¯ w (y-axes) versus the predicted mean wrench ˆ w (x-
axes) given by map (5.52). The solid lines correspond to the ideal case when predicted mean wrench
and exact mean wrench would coincide. Units in the plots are normalized to f0 = mg for the forces
and to t0 = mgˆ r2R for the torques.
or forward thrust could be obtained easily by changing the angle of attack, as shown in map (5.17)
where it is possible to generate comparable torques or forces along any axis, except for the force
along the y-axis.
The second difference is that the pitch torque ¯ ty is affected by both the duty cycle d and
the voltage offset dV0. This is to be expected since they both affect the offset of the stroke angle,
Fof f = K(Va(2d ¡1)+dV0) as shown in Equation (5.51), and the offset of stroke angle is the
parameter that mostly affects the pitch torque generation by shifting the center of pressure of the
aerodynamic forces forward or backward from the center of mass.
Since the mean wrench map shows the possibility of independently controlling the three
torques and the force components along the x and z-axes, it is possible to design a feedback law
v = Kx (5.53)
that stabilizes the ﬂight dynamics following the same lines of Section 5.2, where we just need to
substitute the mean wrench map given by Equation (5.17) with the map given by Equation (5.52).
According to Lemma 4.4.1, the closed loop system given by Equations (5.1),(5.36)-(5.37), (5.45),
(5.48), and (5.53) is stable if the dynamics of the slow system, i.e. the ﬂight dynamics of Equation99
(5.1) of the closed loop averaged system, is considerably slower than the dynamics of the fast
systems, i.e. the actuator dynamics given by Equation (5.45). The bandwidth of the slow system is
determined by the feedback law (5.53), since it determines the bandwidth of the insect dynamics of
the averaged system, therefore it is necessary to set some bandwidth constraints during the design
process. In Example 6 in Chapter 4, we explored the effect of the mechanical parameters Q and
w0 in the dynamics of the overall system. We showed how they both need to be sufﬁciently large
to apply averaging and separation of timescales arguments. As a rule of thumb, the bandwidth of
the slow system must be at least a few times smaller than the bandwidth of the fast system and the
frequency of the forcing periodic signal. For a value of the quality factor Q = 2 to 4, the bandwidth
of the actuators is approximately the same as its resonant frequency, therefore when designing
the feedback law (5.53), we need to set the bandwidth of the closed loop dynamics to be a few
times smaller than the wingbeat frequency. This simple rule of thumb seems to be conﬁrmed by
several species of insects of different sizes and wingbeat frequency which require several wingbeats
to complete a full maneuver such as a saccade. In particular, the highly maneuverable fruit ﬂies
complete a 90o saccade in about 10 wingbeats [31], houseﬂies in about 20 wingbeats [81], and
tsetse ﬂies complete a 180o saccade in about 20 wingbeats [10].
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, insect ﬂight has been analyzed and studied from a mathematical perspec-
tive. In this context, ﬂapping ﬂight belongs to the group of underactuated systems, i.e. systems
where the number of inputs is smaller than the number of degrees of freedom, yet where any desired
conﬁguration can be reached. Speciﬁcally, in the case of insect ﬂight the inputs are the trajectories
of the wings, and the degrees of freedom are the position and the orientation of the insect body in the
environment. We showed how averaging and separations of timescales tools developed in chapter
4 can be applied to design stabilizing feedback control laws for different ﬂight modes such as hov-
ering and cruising. The key idea in designing stabilizing controllers was to parameterize the wing
trajectories such that the mean torque and forces could be controlled independently. The process of
designing suitable parametrization of wing trajectories such that the mean torques and forces have a
simple dependence on the parameters is a formidable task. There is a vast literature on the synthesis
of periodic feedbacks that artiﬁcially increases the number of inputs and that allow simple design
of stabilizing laws, based on the particular mechanical structure of the dynamics of the system, see
for example [9], [80], [13] and the references in the introduction to this thesis. However, these tools100
cannot be applied directly to insect ﬂight since aerodynamic forces are complex functions of the
angles and velocity of the wings. Instead of trying to synthesize the parametrization of the wings
starting directly from the dynamics, we adopted a biomimetic approach, i.e. motions of wings were
parameterized based on observations of insect wing motions during free ﬂight maneuvers as de-
scribed in Section 2.4. Such parametrization allows direct control of the three mean aerodynamic
torques and the x and z components of the mean aerodynamic force as shown by the map 5.17,
thus conﬁrming the hypothesis of many biologists that insect can control ﬁve degree of freedom
independently [77].
Another advantage of this approach is that the mean wrench map has been obtained via
simulations, but it could also be computed using experimental data if available. This means that the
methodology developed in this chapter is not critically bound to the aerodynamic model presented
in Section 3.3.1, and it is likely to very effective in a realistic setting.
We also extended the controller design to include the dynamics of the actuators, based
on the separation of timescales. Formally, the controller design procedure does not change, but it
relies on the implicit assumption that the dynamics of the actuators is faster than the dynamics of
the insect body, therefore a constraint on the bandwidth of the closed loop dynamics of body must
be imposed. One of the most important features of the ﬁnal feedback structure is that the voltage
input is simply a linear, periodic, proportional feedback of the insect dynamics as given by Equation
(5.31). This is very important from a technological point of view, since it is sufﬁcient to compute
off-line the vector q(t) and the matrix ˜ Q(t), and then store them onboard the MFI. The output to the
actuators will be computed by multiplying on-line the sensor measurements by the functions q(t)
and ˜ Q(t).
Finally, weexploretheconsequencesofconsideringasimplerelectromechanicalstructure
where the rotation of the wing is passive, and the actuators are controlled via PWM voltage input.
Despite the simpler structure, controllability of the 5 degrees of freedom is still preserved, however
the authority of the controller decreases, i.e. the torque and force generation mechanisms are smaller
in magnitude than the equivalent ones in the case of a two degree of freedom wing with analog
voltage input control. This simpliﬁed architecture is promising from a technological point of view
since it is easier to fabricate and implement; however, further analysis including experimental data
are necessary before we can draw a deﬁnite conclusion.101
Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this dissertation, ﬂapping ﬂight as an effective form of locomotion for robotic insects
was analyzed rigorously. The most important contribution of this dissertation is to show how the
application of averaging theory and biomimetic principles to both the wing trajectory parametriza-
tion and the complex time-varying dynamics of the insect body simpliﬁes the analysis of ﬂapping
ﬂight which is then amenable to standard control theory. This methodology conﬁrms the intuition of
many biologists that insects can independently control ﬁve degrees of freedom out of the six degrees
of freedom.
Compared to helicopter ﬂight, ﬂapping ﬂight has two major advantages. The ﬁrst is that,
unlike in helicopter ﬂight, ﬂapping ﬂight allows the control of horizontal thrust generation to be
independent of than of pitch, and thus provides greater maneuverability during hovering as well as
faster forward acceleration. The second is the production of large torque of up to 10¡20% of the
weight of the insect times their wing length. This torque is larger than those produced by helicopters
in relative terms, thus giving rise to larger angular accelerations.
Another interesting result of this dissertation is that the ﬁnal feedback control for the sta-
bilization of several ﬂight modes such as hovering, cruising and steering, can be achieved with a
simple proportional T-periodic feedback, where T is the wingbeat period. This holds true even
when the actuators dynamics are included, under the assumption that their dynamics can be approx-
imated by a linear stable system. The input voltages to the actuators, given by Equation (5.31),
can be interpreted as the linear sum of periodic functions whose magnitude depends on the sen-
sor measurements. These functions can be computed off-line and stored onboard the MFI. From a
computational point of view, a T-periodic feedback gain is very attractive since it is equivalent to
a static gain. In fact, it simply requires the computation of a few multiplications and additions of102
the sensor measurements, besides a slightly larger memory to store the periodic functions. Memory
is not a major concern for the limited resources of the MFIs, however, computational complexity
is, since wings actuators need to be controlled faster than a wingbeat-by-wingbeat basis. A more
complicated control scheme involving complex algebraic computations or nonlinear gains would be
useless from a practical point of view.
The results in this dissertation are based on a mathematical model for the aerodynamic
forces that do not include the wake capture. This might place some concerns about the validity
of the results obtained. However, the controller design methodology developed can be adapted to
include experimental data that does include wake capture. The only difference would appear in the
estimation of the mean wrench map given by Equation (5.17), where the mean forces and torques
computed using simulations must be substituted with the mean forces and torques measured with a
force platform that are generated, for example, by a dynamically scaled model of a wing or a MFI
prototype. The proposed approach would still work as long as the map could be approximated by
a similar linear map. This will likely be the case even when including the wake capture, since the
parametrization given by Equations (5.14) is based on biomimetic principles, i.e. it gives rise to
wing trajectories that are observed in real insects during free ﬂight. Therefore, there is no reason to
think that the wake capture would destroy controllability of ﬂight.
Finally, a simpler electromechanical design with a single active degree of freedom and
passive rotation, and PWM actuator control was considered. It was shown that controllability of 5
degrees of freedom for the body dynamics is preserved, but the maximum magnitude of the forces
and torques that can be generated are smaller than the more sophisticated design. Although ex-
perimental results are necessary to validate these theoretical results, this simpler electromechanical
design could be viable alternative to the more complex one.
6.1 Future Directions
To the author’s knowledge, this thesis is one of the ﬁrst attempts to study ﬂapping ﬂight
from a control theory perspective, and it is therefore far from being complete and exclusive. Several
directions can be pursued.
Optimal wing trajectory parametrization. The parameterizations proposed in this dissertation
are based on biomimetic principles, which means that they are based on calculated guesses. Al-
though they were shown to be quite effective, this is an unsatisfactory approach from a theoretical103
perspective. Besides, insects can and do change other kinematic parameters than those considered in
this work. Therefore, a more systematic methodology to optimize the wing trajectory with respect
to some metrics, such as aerodynamic power or torque magnitude, is sought.
Actuator control for trajectory tracking. One of the major assumptions about the actuator dy-
namics was linearity, so that wing trajectory tracking could be easily solved using a pseudo-inverse
to compute the control input for the actuators. This is true only to ﬁrst order, as shown in [3] and
[4], since nonlinearities become important particularly when aggressive maneuvers and rapid wing
rotations at the end of the half-strokes are necessary. Novel approaches need to be considered in
this scenario.
Sensory system and navigation. In this work the sensory information processing for stabiliza-
tion purposes and navigation for MFIs was not considered, other than the sensory and neuromotor
architecture adopted as a model for the design of the control unit. Some work in respect to output
feedback for attitude stabilization has been given in [67], but many open questions remain about
insect sensor-based navigation.
Control of underactuated nonlinear systems. Flapping ﬂight is a compelling example of an
application of high-frequency control of an underactuated system in the biological realm. In this
thesis, speciﬁc tools were developed to analyze ﬂapping ﬂight. However, ﬂapping ﬂight shares
many similarities with ﬁsh locomotion, which has been shown to be amenable to being analyzed
using geometric control theory and averaging [50] [47] [80]. A similar approach is likely to be
applicable to ﬂapping ﬂight.
Limits of performance of biomimetic locomotion. Biologically inspired locomotion is thought
to have several advantages in many regards with respect to today’s manmade vehicles: more silent
and power efﬁcient (ﬁsh locomotion), more versatile to heterogeneous terrains (hexapod locomo-
tion), and more maneuverable (insect). In this dissertation, it has been shown that there is a tradeoff
between input efﬁciency and responsiveness of the system and how this is related to some mechan-
ical parameter such as the quality factor. A quality factor of about 2¡3 observed in many animals
could be related to some trade-offs between mechanical efﬁciency, responsiveness to external dis-
turbances, stability, and maneuverability. Similar trade-offs have been observed in legged insects
[32], but little is available about similar considerations for ﬂying insects. A deeper understanding104
of these trade-offs from a control perspective can help the design of better biomimetic vehicles.105
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